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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction

This study focuses on a critical aspect of the performance of digital terrestrial TV (DTT) receivers,
adjacent channel selectivity (ACS). ACS provides a limit on a radio receiver’s ability to
successfully decode a wanted signal in the presence of an interfering signal. It can be derived
from measurements of the protection ratio (PR) – the ratio in powers of the wanted and interfering
signals at the limit of successful reception – and the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio of the
receiver, under certain assumptions.

ACS is beneficial for efficient sharing of radio spectrum because it allows receivers to operate
successfully even when adjacent channels are used for other services. Higher values of ACS
allow other transmitters to be operated with higher power, which may increase their range or data
rate, or to be used physically closer to the DTT receiver, its antenna or cabling.

Ofcom and a number of other bodies are considering a future use of the 700MHz band, previously
used for DTT, for mobile services such as LTE. In addition, Ofcom is considering the use of
spectrum sharing techniques that could permit other devices, termed White Space Devices
(WSDs), to utilise DTT channels that are unoccupied in a particular location. Both cases could
lead to mobile devices (WSD or LTE) transmitting in close proximity to a DTT external antenna,
potentially at high power and close in frequency. Thus ACS in the receiver, and related mitigation
measures in the transmitting devices that are outside the scope of this study, will be critical to
avoiding interference to TV reception.

Ofcom has suggested that technical compatibility studies conducted in international bodies should
assume that future DTT receivers would provide at least 80 dB selectivity (ACS) in the second
adjacent channel to a mobile service. This level could be expected to make a DTT receiver
immune to interfering transmissions in all but the very worst cases of a high power interferer (close
to or above the current LTE power limit), in close proximity (within a few metres), and where TV
reception in the wanted channel is close to (within about 8dB) of the typical minimum signal
strength required for successful decoding.

The study’s approach is to:
• use an analytical system design approach to determine a receiver’s achievable ACS
• review published DTT performance to determine what is currently achieved
• analyse CMOS trends and applicable RF design techniques to determine what might be

possible in the future, and at what cost
• consult experts and stakeholders in the DTT, White Space, and cellular industries to help

validate findings.

1.2 Factors determining selectivity

Selectivity in the DTT receiver is determined by several factors, including the dynamic range of the
analogue-to-digital convertor (ADC) limiting the degree of digital filtering that can implemented,
nonlinearity in components such as amplifiers and mixers, phase noise, and the amount of
analogue filtering. It will vary with the interferer power and frequency separation, and at present
the bursty transmissions used by LTE mobiles and some WSDs are known to cause selectivity
problems.

Some of these factors are consequences of nonlinear transistor characteristics. This is a
significant issue for the low-power, low-cost silicon technology that has recently become dominant
in the market. These nonlinear effects mean that other characteristics of an interferer’s
transmission may significantly vary the achievable ACS in the receiver: in particular, crest factor
and bandwidth.
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In contrast, some receiver behaviours that are now seen as undesirable (including poor handling
of bursty transmissions) were not thought to be a problem at the time the devices were designed,
and may be more straightforward to address.

1.3 Current DTT selectivity

The current performance of devices in the market is reviewed by reference to test data from:
• the DTG’s selectivity testing of the 50 top selling receiver models in the UK marketed

between 2007 and 2013 (excluding online sales) with a Weightless base-station interferer
• ITU technical and operational parameters for sharing and compatibility studies with a

10MHz bandwidth LTE interferer
• ICT Knowledge Transfer Network’s testing of 19 receivers with a 5MHz bandwidth WiMAX

interferer.

The tests indicate that a typical receiver device sold in the last 5 years already exceeds the DTG’s
specifications in most aspects of selectivity by a comfortable margin: 10dB. The best 5% of
devices with a relatively benign Weightless White Space interferer have ACS performance that is
generally 5-15dB better still. Aside from the issue of bursty interferers, it is apparent that best-in-
class devices are already within 5-8dB of the 80dB ACS target when measured at the second
adjacent channel with this class of interferer.

Best in class receivers’ ACS performance, with a low duty cycle bursty interferer with high crest
factor, such as a 5MHz wide WiMAX signal, is not quite as good. With this signal, the best
estimated ACS performance is around 2dB worse at the adjacent channel, and 7dB worse at the
alternate channel, than with the Weightless White Space signal.

It is also clear that devices on the market have a wide range of performance. Devices sold in the
EU have to comply with legislation on electromagnetic compatibility, which is part of the EU
technical harmonisation framework for CE marking. Under the EU framework, equipment is
required to have the ability to perform as intended without degradation in the presence of an
electromagnetic disturbance. Equipment that complies with the relevant European harmonised
standard is presumed to conform to this requirement. However, the current standard, CENELEC
55020, does not include tests for receiver performance. Voluntary industry standards,
independent of the legal requirements, covering receiver performance and interoperability are
produced by the DTG (D-Book series). Manufacturers using the D-Book standards can use the
Freeview branding on their products. Under EU law, Member States are prohibited from imposing
any additional requirements to those set out in the EU legislative framework for technical
harmonisation. This creates a situation where receivers degrading the value of spectrum to other
prospective users, e.g. in adjacent bands, can become widely available to consumers.

1.4 Possible future DTT selectivity, cost and implementation approaches

This report assesses potential future options to improve ACS, through iterative improvements in
the silicon design, through the use of alternative technologies that are new to this application, or by
means of additional components such as filters. Each manufacturer’s receiver implementation is
highly proprietary and details are kept strictly confidential. However, from available information on
semiconductor roadmaps, literature reviews and analysis of market trends, it can be seen that
there is the potential for the current 1-2 year silicon design cycle to allow introduction of
improvements in performance (for example increased ADC dynamic range), but also for
performance to become worse as cost is driven down; high power interferer handling is one area
of risk due to voltage reductions in advanced silicon processes. Nevertheless, there are many
approaches and techniques to enhance the ACS of a silicon tuner that could potentially be
implemented in forthcoming designs.

In the absence of market intervention, it is likely that premium vendors will be motivated to improve
device performance to some degree to avoid potential problems caused by new services.
Stakeholders interviewed in the course of this study indicated that vendors of high-performing
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silicon tuners will soon be selling devices with substantially improved bursty interferer performance
now that the problems are well understood, without increasing the cost of the devices.

The cost of several options to improve ACS were estimated and compared with the current cost of
tuner devices. DTT tuner cost has fallen from around $1.00 in 2009 to $0.50 in 2013, with the
widespread adoption of CMOS silicon and the ongoing withdrawal of traditional “canned” tuners
from the market. Cost remains the dominant pressure, and a continuing trend is the integration of
previously external components such as the balun and crystal oscillator, to reduce the cost of the
overall product. The authors have been informed that devices with best-in-class performance do
not command a price premium. Increasingly, TV receivers are manufactured as a global product,
with a single design used to meet the requirements of global analogue, digital and cable TV
standards.

Perhaps the simplest way to improve the performance of DTT receivers would be to “raise the
bar”, requiring all products sold to have performance similar to today’s best-in-class devices. This
should not increase component cost, although it would also fall short of the 80dB ACS target.

To improve performance further than this, the main options highlighted, in order of increasing cost,
are as follows.

• Iterative improvement - silicon vendors could improve the linearity and dynamic range of
the silicon tuner through engineering enhancements and by taking advantage of silicon
process development. Several potential enhancements are described including non linear
distortion compensation, interference cancellation techniques and approaches to
implementing high Q RF filters in CMOS. This could increase the tuner cost by about 20%
(i.e. $0.10 per unit), the lowest cost of these options.

• DTT manufacturers could integrate a fixed (SAW) band filter in the DTT receiver prior to
the tuner, at a cost of about $0.20 per receiver.

• A bank of switched filters could be integrated in the DTT receiver allowing one of several
sub-bands to be selected, at a cost of $1 or more depending on the number of filters.

• A low-cost external (SAW) filter could be fitted at the DTT receiver and/or distribution
amplifier input, at a (manufactured) cost of about $2-3 per filter.

• A low-loss, external cavity filter could be fitted, offering higher performance than the SAW
alternative, but at a cost estimated at $10 per filter.

With the first of these options, improvements to the silicon tuner, 80dB and 70dB ACS targets are
thought to be realistically achievable at the second adjacent and immediate adjacent channels
respectively, based on 5MHz bandwidth interferers with a crest factor of less than 8dB. For
interferers of 5MHz to 10MHz bandwidth, the targets may need to be reduced by at least 5dB.
These improvements could be obtainable with the receiver tuned to any DTT channel and
therefore would be suitable for mitigation of both in-band WSD and PMSE interferers as well as
out-of-band cellular interferers.

An even more stringent level of performance, 80dB ACS at the immediate adjacent channel, was
assessed. This would be very difficult to achieve in low power CMOS due to the extreme
requirements it would place on linearity and dynamic range. While this would provide better
coexistence with WSDs, it would not be needed to provide protection against new 700MHz
services, as the anticipated 9MHz guard band means that such services would be at the second
adjacent channel or greater frequency separation.

In a business as usual scenario, poorly performing devices will continue to be sold, and it could
even be the case that declining margins and rising engineering costs cause vendors of better-
performing devices to withdraw from the market. It therefore should not be taken for granted that
performance will be maintained at current levels, and it cannot be assumed that vendors will
necessarily improve devices further when they already comfortably exceed existing specifications
like the DTG D-Book.

Although the EU regulatory framework could potentially be used to drive performance
improvement through suitable harmonised standards, none exist for DTT receivers and therefore
it is difficult to incentivise vendors and manufacturers to improve performance. It could be argued
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that the introduction of new or more stringent specifications imposes a burden, even if only in
testing, and as a result it can be expected that some manufacturers might resist attempts to
improve performance. This could be the case even though it might be argued that improved
performance specifications can offer an opportunity to increase prices or at least maintain margins
in what is otherwise an increasingly commoditised market.

The predicted effect on the performance range and price with an integrated silicon tuner approach
is summarised diagrammatically below for both static (stationary) and burst interference for a
range of scenarios.

Type static burst static burst static burst
Scenario Business as usual Raising the bar Iterative

improvement
Tuner
price

No price increase No price increase 20% increase

Figure 1: ACS performance and tuner price increase under a range of scenarios

Other options such as filters would be likely to increase cost by a larger amount, would make a
global multi standard TV design more difficult, as these filters would need to be switched out of
circuit, and would not be expected to provide better immediate adjacent channel rejection than
improving the silicon tuner. Due to insertion loss, a filter would also reduce receiver sensitivity, by
up to 4dB for an external SAW filter. Tuneable filter technologies are not sufficiently mature for
cost to be estimated, and could introduce even greater (and likely unacceptable) insertion loss,
while the switched filter approach is limited in its benefit by the number of filters and is also costly.
Thus only improvement to the silicon would provide greater protection against in-band interferers
such as WSDs or PMSE.

Other potential options and trade-offs have also been considered. There are several ways that a
regulator or potential 700MHz licensee could work around possible lack of co-operation from the
DTT industry, for example by providing external filters against 700MHz interference, reinforcing
DTT transmissions, switching services to DVB-T2 and/or by only using 5MHz wide LTE channels
at the bottom of the 700MHz band. These alternatives are not perfect solutions to the problem,
could be expensive, would not address the underlying problem of very diverse receiver
performance, and would not add protection from WSDs. But they could also offer improved
protection against 700MHz LTE signals for receivers and distribution amplifiers already in the
market, at low technical risk.
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1.5 Conclusions

The ideal solution would be a progressive tightening of receiver performance standards that allows
manufacturers and vendors to improve performance over a couple of generations of product,
against a clear roadmap. This may be the only way either to “raise the bar” or to drive adoption of
measures that would allow 80dB ACS to be reached even if only at a small incremental cost.

Industry standards such as the DTG D-Book could help achieve this progressive improvement, but
would not necessarily prevent products with poorer performance from being sold. Improved
requirements in relevant European harmonised standards, if possible combined with a new
requirement for improving spectral efficiency mandated in an EU directive such as the draft Radio
Equipment Directive, that includes receivers in its scope, may be the only way to drive wide
adoption of better performance specifications.

This study has had a very wide remit and has been conducted over a short timescale. Limitations
to the scope of work and the short timescale meant that it was not possible to make lab
measurements specifically for the purposes of this study, so it has been necessary to draw
conclusions from existing knowledge, computer modelling and third party test data, and to make
assumptions such as the presence of a single dominant interferer. Further work to validate the
findings of the study, preferably experimentally, would help to reinforce these conclusions.
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2 INTRODUCTION

Given the increasing demand for new services to access the UHF TV band (470–790MHz), the
potential reduction in the available spectrum, and the resulting needs for more intensive sharing
with existing PMSE users, the performance of DTT receivers is becoming increasingly important to
ensure efficient use of spectrum.

World Radio Conference 15 (WRC-15) is expected to identify the lower band edge of a new
700MHz band for the allocation of mobile services such as LTE on a primary basis. In parallel,
there is ongoing international study on the channelling arrangement for the future mobile service to
be adopted between this band edge and 790 MHz (the lower edge of the 800MHz mobile band).

Figure 2: Potential band plan

Future mobile services operating in the 700 MHz band may interfere with a DTT receiver operating
in the band below. Work to quantify potential interference in this scenario has just commenced in
the relevant international groups.

The potential for interference depends on a number of parameters:
• the received power of the wanted and interfering signals at the receiver input – the ratio of

powers of these two signals is most often considered (termed protection ratio, PR), but
the absolute power, bandwidth, crest factor and duty cycle of the interferer are also
important

• the interfering signal’s out of band emissions that overlap the wanted signal in frequency
(ACLR)

• the ability of the receiver to select the wanted signal in the presence of a (perfectly band
limited) interferer – the adjacent channel selectivity (ACS).

To ensure efficient spectral utilisation there would be advantages in improving both the potential
interferer signals (in particular their ACLR), and the receiver’s capability to reject unwanted signals
(ACS). Note that both ACLR and ACS typically depend on the separation in frequency. As well as
facilitating coexistence of mobile services with DTT, improvement of DTT receiver ACS would also
provide additional benefits for the future access of PMSE and white space devices (WSDs) in or
close to the TV band.

In submissions to international bodies (CEPT and the ITU), Ofcom has suggested that technical
compatibility studies should assume that a future DTT receiver ACS target would be at least 80dB
in the second adjacent channel from the mobile service, and at larger frequency separations. This
could be implemented through technical improvements within the DTT receiver, an internal band
edge filter, or by the use of an external filter.

In addition to the potential need to share with mobile services in the adjacent band, Ofcom has
indicated that it intends making regulations to allow WSD to access the TV band on a secondary
service basis. PMSE access to the remaining TV broadcast spectrum is also expected to continue
so overall efficient sharing is necessary.

This study reviews current DTT performance and then examines the technology steps needed to
improve performance to improve selectivity to 80dB. Cost estimates for several options to improve
selectivity are made. Potential approaches for incentivising manufacturers and other stakeholders
to implement this improved performance are also discussed.
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The study is based on:
• an analytical system design approach to ACS
• review of published DTT performance, under several relevant types of interference
• consultation with stakeholders in the DTT, White Space, and cellular industries
• review and analysis of CMOS trends and applicable RF design techniques.

It is important to highlight some limitations in the scope of this research. The study focuses on a
DTT receiver fed directly from a roof-top antenna. Distribution systems were not within the remit of
the study, although several of the study’s findings are also of relevance to them and are
highlighted as such in the text and conclusions. Portable or hand-held DTT receivers with built-in
or set-top antennas were also outside the scope of the study but could potentially suffer from
interference close to the “worst-case” 2m separation model considered in this report (see section
3.3.4).

The table below highlights the sequence of steps used to reach the study’s conclusions.

Understanding ACS • definitions
• signal parameters affecting ACLR and ACS
• what receiver ACS is desirable?

Key factors affecting ACS • strong signal handling and linearity
• filtering
• AGC
• ADC dynamic range
• phase noise

Current receiver performance • minimum DTT specifications
• measured DTT performance
• typical vs. state-of-the-art performance
• burst interferers
• impact of silicon tuners

Future receiver performance • current and future pricing
• technical drivers
• technology trends

Technology options to improve
ACS

• circuit techniques suitable for implementation in
CMOS

• other approaches such as filters
• possible solutions to reach 80dB ACS

Cost, potential tradeoffs • status today
• potential future development – business as usual
• potential future development – with intervention
• other potential tradeoffs

Incentives or regulation • what’s needed?
• industry standards
• standards
• other approaches

Conclusions

Table 1: Overview of study methodology
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3 ADJACENT CHANNEL SELECTIVITY

3.1 Definitions of PR and ACS

The receiver’s protection ratio (PR) is a measure of a receiver’s ability to adequately demodulate a
signal in the presence of an interferer. For the purposes of this study, PR is defined as the
minimum ratio of the wanted signal C to the interferer I that still allows C to be successfully
demodulated. C is considered as an 8MHz wide DTT signal and I is a single LTE or WSD signal.
This is illustrated on a logarithmic scale by Figure 3.

Figure 3: Protection Ratio definition

To satisfactorily demodulate a signal a minimum C/(N+I) ratio needs to be maintained, where N
represents noise and I here represents interference and interference products, both falling within
the receiver’s input bandwidth. This value is termed SNRmin, that is the minimum signal-to-noise
ratio. This ratio is limited by the transmitted signal’s FEC and modulation and can be derived or
simulated from theoretical principles. Typically a practical receiver requires approximately 1-3dB
implementation margin to be added to the theoretical C/(N+I). For the receiver to successfully
demodulate, whilst in the presence of interferers, the C/(N+I) ratio of the signal must be
adequately maintained through the DTT tuner and any digital processing prior to the demodulator.

Adjacent channel selectivity (ACS) is a measure of how well the receiver avoids degrading the
wanted signal prior to demodulation, as a ratio of the interferer and wanted signal powers, under
the assumption that the interferer has negligible out-of-band power leakage.

Figure 4 provides an illustration of the result of processes that limit selectivity. The effect of the
interferer is to raise the noise floor in the vicinity of the wanted (DTT) signal prior to signal
demodulation. ACS can thus be seen as the ratio between the interferer power and the noise at
the demodulator input that is due to the interferer, which is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: C/(N+I) degradation due to interferers
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Figure 5: ACS definition

3.2 Adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR)

In practice the interferer power will not be confined to just its intended block (channel). Out of
block (OOB) interferer power will leak into the wanted DTT channel reducing the available C/(N+I)
available for demodulating the DTT signal. This mechanism is known as adjacent channel power
leakage and is quantified using the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR). To demodulate the
DTT signal the C/(N+I) needs to be maintained, forcing either the DTT signal power to be raised or
limiting the interferer power.

Figure 6: ACLR, raised DTT power needed due to out-of-block interferer power

The combination of thermal noise with the ACLR and ACS in practice determines the overall
protection ratio required, which is illustrated by the following equations in dimensions of signal
power. Equation 1 relates ACLR with POOB and interferer power I:

 = 


Equation 1

In the limiting case where a signal can be just received in the presence of an interferer, the PR is
the ratio C/I:

 = 


Equation 2

More generally, for a receiver to operate in the presence of noise (N) and both ACLR and ACS
effects:


 + 

 +



≥ 

Equation 3

From Equation 3, it can be seen that if N and ACLR can be ignored (that is, C/N is much greater
than SNRmin, and ACLR is much larger than ACS), ACS can be derived from the PR and SNRmin
at the threshold of reception:


 =  ≥ 


Equation 4
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Assumption
As this study concentrates on adjacent channel selectivity, the effects of transmitter ACLR are
outside the scope of this study.

In practise, it can be shown by the addition of the integrated power across the DTT signal
bandwidth arising from both poor ACS or ACLR, that:

• ACLR needs to be 10dB better than ACS to have negligible effect (<0.5dB) on the PR
• If ACLR and ACS are equal, the PR is 3dB less than SNRmin divided by ACS or ACLR

Further mathematical treatment of protection ratios, ACS, and ACLR can be found in Annex 4 of
Ofcom’s report, “TV white spaces: approach to coexistence, technical analysis”.1

3.3 Received signal parameters affecting PR and ACS

The PR achieved is a function of:

1. the minimum C/(N+I) needed to successfully demodulate the signal, i.e. SNRmin
2. the frequency offset between the DTT and interferer signals
3. the power and nature of the interfering signal
4. the receiver’s performance

Note that although ACS is independent of the C/(N+I) ratio it can’t generally be measured directly,
only indirectly calculated by measuring the PR and the C/N needed to demodulate the signal.

Whilst this study focuses on point 4, the receiver’s performance, any objective statements about
receiver ACS must be made within carefully defined parameters for points one to three, the
received signal parameters affecting ACS. These are defined and discussed below.

3.3.1 C/(N+I) required

The minimum C/(N+I) needed to decode a DTT signal, SNRmin, is as assumed to have the same
value as the minimum C/N ratio for successful demodulation in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), N and no interferer. Many types of interference are spread in time and
frequency so it is generally considered unlikely that interference could have a lesser impact than
noise.

SNRmin depends on the DTT standard and particular parameters used. Any interference adding
to the noise portion of this ratio reduces the receiver’s ability to decode the signal resulting in
errors. Modelling within this report has assumed a value of 18dB. Typically within the UK the
following standards are used.

Standard Parameters used C/N in AWGN channel2

DVB-T 8K, 64-QAM, R=2/3, GI = 1/32 17.6dB,(D-Book), 16.7dB (ETSI)
DVB-T 8K, 64-QAM, R=3/4, GI = 1/32 19.1dB,(D-Book), 18.2dB (ETSI)
DVB-T2 32K, 256-QAM, R=2/3, GI = 1/128 20.3dB (D-Book)

Table 2: DTT C/N values

1 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/white-space-
coexistence/annexes/technical-report.pdf
2 D-Book values supplied by DRG RF Group and represent the maximum C/N acceptable from a
practical implementation, whilst the ETSI value is taken from ETSI EN 300 744 and is a simulated
theoretical value.
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The ETSI based C/N values are based on simulations and may be taken as a theoretical minimum
C/N that could be achieved. The DTG values are the maximum permitted C/N values allowed
from a practical demodulator under test.

For this study, it has been assumed that interference and noise are represented by their respective
power within the wanted (DTT) signal bandwidth. Of course, the temporal and frequency structure
of interference can cause differing effects depending on the resulting interaction with FEC and
modulation; this is discussed further below.

3.3.2 Frequency offset

The frequency offset between the wanted DTT and unwanted interferer signals will be defined as
the frequency spacing between the centre of the wanted DTT channel and the single interference
channel.

Figure 7: Frequency offset

Assumptions
1. The power in the interferer is spread symmetrically around the centre of its channel.
2. Whilst in real reception conditions the receiver may be subject to multiple simultaneous

interferers, for simplicity of analysis and test cases, the single interferer case will primarily
be considered in this report.

3.3.3 The power and nature of the interfering signal

The power and nature of the interfering signal will affect the achieved ACS. Transmissions from
cellular mobile devices are often burst-like in nature with the transmitter kept in standby at other
times. Interference would be most likely to be caused during the active burst of the signal.
However the time domain structure of the burst does affect receiver performance significantly.
This will be investigated in section 5.2.4.

Figure 8: Typical cellular transmitter power envelope

The crest factor (CF) of a signal defines the ratio between the peak excursions of the signal and
the RMS power level of the active burst. The crest factor of the signal within the active burst can
have a significant effect on nonlinear spectral re-growth within any amplifier stage. This is
because the signal peaks, rather than the average signal levels, mostly define the re-growth
levels. While there are several other definitions used for crest factor, the convention used in this
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report is that a purely sinusoidal (CW) radio signal would be considered to have 0dB crest factor,
and the crest factor is computed only for active bursts.

Many modern modulation schemes such as OFDM have large crest factor. Because this imposes
problems on the transmitter’s amplifier, many practical techniques are used, especially in battery
powered devices, to reduce this crest factor making linear amplification simpler and transmission
more efficient. This is explored further in section 4.3.1.

The bandwidth of the interferer signal can have also have an effect on the receiver. A wider
bandwidth transmission has lower energy density in a given band, which might seem attractive
when considering impact on other services. However, inter-modulation or spectral re-growth in the
receiver’s analogue stages also increases in width in proportion to the interferer bandwidth,
meaning that wider bandwidth interferers tend to have impact at greater frequency offsets.
Examples are presented in section 4.3.1 to illustrate this.

Cellular and White Space radio standards combine these properties in a range of ways. As
modern radio systems adapt their behaviour for best operation by adjusting their modulation, and
burst behaviour, a range of interference characteristics may need to be considered for each
standard.

3.3.4 What ACS is desirable?

To give the greatest flexibility in frequency planning between DTT and other services the DTT
receiver needs to be able to operate reliably over:

• the range of DTT service power levels likely to be received
• the range of interferer power levels likely to be simultaneously received.

The lowest practical power level for DTT reception is set by the tuner noise figure and the C/N
required. Typical tuners have a noise figure of better than 7dB with modern tuners potentially
achieving around 4dB3. This allows the lowest level signals that can be received to be around
-80dBm. TVs are typically designed for maximum wanted signal levels of at least -35dBm4.

Maximum interferer levels depend on the power of the interferer, typically defined by the licence or
regulations the interferer is operating under, and the coupling loss or path loss between the
interfering transmitter and victim antenna or DTT device. The coupling loss depends on the
physical separation and the nature of the path between the interferer and victim.

Adding additional ACS into the receiver design beyond that required to cope with likely
interference conditions is likely to add unnecessary additional cost to the receiver.

3.3.4.i LTE 700MHz mobile interference

As this type of interference originates from a mobile device (user equipment, UE), the mobile could
physically be reasonably close to any DTT system, i.e. an antenna, typically roof or loft mounted,
a feeder or distribution system, a connector, wall outlet or cable, or the DTT device itself.
Transmissions from the mobile are likely to be sporadic, depending heavily of the usage of the
device. For instance the phone will intermittently be transmitting to maintain connection to the
network and then may be used with higher transmitter duty cycle for voice calls or longer data
sessions.

800MHz mobiles have an upper transmission power limit of 23dBm5 and it is assumed for present
purposes that the same limit would apply at 700MHz. SC-FDMA modulation is used in the mobile

3 Silabs, Si2177 http://www.silabs.com/Support%20Documents/TechnicalDocs/Si2177-short.pdf
4 DTG D Book
5 3GPP TS 36.101 Version 11.6.0
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uplink as it has 2 to 4 dB lower crest factor than OFDM with a similar data rate, making power-
efficient amplification in the UE more straightforward.

TTP anticipates that the differences between LTE and LTE Advanced will not cause significant
DTT ACS performance differences. This assumes carrier aggregation is only used on the
downlink, not the uplink, and the bandwidth of the uplink signal is unchanged.

Coupling loss is more difficult to define. Ofcom has modelled the coupling using the SEAMCAT
extended Hata6 model shown in Figure 9 as a negative propagation gain. This modelling suggests
a coupling loss of around 50dB at 10m horizontal separation and median vertical separation.7

Figure 9: Median propagation gain as a function of transmitter-receiver horizontal separation.
Receiver height is 10m. Frequency is 474MHz. Interferer height is 1.5,5,10,15,20 or 30m.

(source: Ofcom)

As the mobile could potentially be very close to the TV antenna, this coupling loss could potentially
decrease to around 35dB with 2m separation.

These numbers, combined with an assumption of total antenna gain of 0dB, suggest an interferer
upper bound level of at least -27dBm (median height difference, 10m separation) and ideally -
12dBm (2m separation). By combining the range of interferer levels likely and the range of carrier
levels likely it is possible to identify the range of PR values required. This is shown as shaded
area in Figure 10.

The -60dB PR line is highlighted in red on the graph as being close to the 80dB equivalent ACS
target. (If SNRmin = 18dB and ACS=80dB, Equation 4 gives PR=-62dB.) This assumes
transmitter ACLR much greater than 80dB. Alternatively, with an ACLR of 80dB, a PR of -59dB
could be obtained. It is apparent from the graph that ACS higher than 80dB, or equivalently PR

6 http://www.seamcat.org/
7 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/white-space-
coexistence/annexes/technical-report.pdf, Figure A2.1
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better than -62dB, would be relevant only at the highest interferer transmit powers, lowest
interferer coupling loss, and very low wanted signal strength.

Figure 10: Range of mobile interference and PR values ideally handled by a DTT receiver

3.3.4.ii Base station interference

Interference from LTE base stations at 800MHz is an issue today which is typically mitigated by
filters added in front of a distribution amplifier or DTT receiver device. Similar effects could be
expected with 700MHz base stations.

Compared to 700MHz UE interference, macro base station interference:
• has higher crest factor
• has much greater frequency separation
• has greater physical separation between the BS and TV so coupling will typically be less
• is transmitted from relatively few sites, and therefore will only affect a relatively small

number of people
• can be expected to occur much more consistently than UE interference as the BS will

typically have high duty cycle and will use high power to maximise downlink data rates.

Low power femto base stations are currently not deployed at 800MHz in the UK. Significant
deployment of these devices may cause additional issues with more TVs being affected.

If LTE Advanced is used with carrier aggregation, the risk of inter-modulation in the TV receiver
will increase.

3.3.4.iii White Space Device

Unlike cellular, the interferer channel may be anywhere within the DTT band, or possibly in the
700MHz band or the guard band between DTT and 700MHz. Therefore good DTT ACS must be
achieved at all frequencies. As there is no guard band between the WSD and DTT, selectivity is
important even in the immediate adjacent channels. Crest factor is likely to be low in both mobile
(slave) and base station (master) WSDs to allow high ACLR in the WSD transmitter.
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3.4 Channel numbering for selectivity analysis

Because selectivity may vary with distance in frequency from the interferer, specific terminology is
conventionally used to denote this. It is assumed that the signal is organised in channels, and for
this study the focus is on 8MHz DVB channels in the European band plan. The interferer is
considered to be at channel n.

• Adjacent channels (n±1) are the channels immediately above and below the interferer,
with ∆F=±8MHz (compare Figure 7). The term immediate adjacent channel is used to
clarify the distinction between this case and channels with larger separation.

• Alternate channels (n±2) are the next channels out from the interferer, with ∆F=±16MHz.
The term second adjacent is also used to apply to these channels.

• Channels with greater separation may be denoted |n| > 2.

Because the proposed guard band between new 700MHz mobile services and DTT will be 9MHz,
very close to the 8MHz DVB channel spacing, much of the consideration of possible interference
between the highest DTT channel and the lowest-frequency mobile services focuses on the
alternate channel (n±2) case. In this case, the guard band can be thought of as the adjacent
channel.

3.5 Summary

For the purposes of this study, ACLR is assumed to be significantly higher than ACS, and ACS is
defined as the ratio between the level of an interferer and the contribution that it makes to raising
the noise floor of a receiver. Under this assumption, ACS can be computed directly from the PR
and SNRmin.

A number of different factors contribute to ACS. As well as the receiver’s performance,
characteristics of the interfering signal, such as its bandwidth, crest factor and burst structure, and
its separation in frequency from the wanted signal, can have substantial impact on achieved ACS.

Nevertheless, ACS is desirable as it improves the ability of a receiver to coexist with interfering
signals. An ACS of 80dB would be expected to provide benefit primarily in worst-case
configurations where the wanted signal is at low power (around -80 to -72dBm) and the interferer
is very strong (around -20 to -12dBm).

The case of a -12dBm worst-case interferer corresponds to an LTE handset at 2m separation
distance under the propagation and antenna assumptions made. The median case is rather more
favourable, giving -27dBm interferer level at the DTT receiver input.

The various signals that DTT receivers need to protect against are summarised below.

Standard Power
level

CF Coupling Frequency
separation

Specific
locations

Typical duty
cycle

LTE UE medium low High out of band no low, bursty
LTE BS (macro) high high Low out of band yes high
White space
slave

low/
medium

low High in band no low, bursty

White space
master

medium low High in band no high

Table 3: Comparison of DTT interferer characteristics

The terms (n±1) and (n±2) will be used in this study to denote the adjacent and alternate channels
respectively, based on 8MHz channelization. The proposed 9MHz guard band between DTT and
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700MHz mobile services can in some cases be considered to be an adjacent channel, meaning
that this interference case is mainly driven by alternate (n±2) channel selectivity.
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4 KEY FACTORS AFFECTING SELECTIVITY

A number of factors affect DTT selectivity. In this chapter, the main factors and their inter-
relationship will be described, primarily in the context of the dominant receiver architecture, the
single block tuner approach currently used in all DTT receivers. With this architecture, to decode
multiple multiplexes, multiple tuners are required.

A second class of receiver could use a possible future “full band capture” approach where multiple
multiplexes are decoded simultaneously using a single tuner and ADC. This allows features, such
as picture in picture and recording, that require multiple multiplexes to be decoded simultaneously,
to be incorporated at low incremental cost. This architecture could behave quite differently so also
merits consideration.

4.1 Single block tuner approach

The tuner amplifies and down-converts the filtered amplified signal to an IF frequency. A single
DTT channel is then sampled prior to digital processing. In traditional “canned tuners”, with a
super-heterodyne architecture, frequency reject filters were used to provide image rejection, and
SAW based IF filters, typically centred on 36MHz, used to provide channel selection in more
recent devices. Modern silicon based tuners use a low IF (typically at 8MHz) or in some cases
zero IF frequency. Quadrature (IQ) phase cancellation techniques are used to provide image
rejection with a combination of low frequency integrated analogue and digital filtering used to
provide channel selection.

Figure 11: Single block DTT tuner

For both a silicon and super-heterodyne tuner, receive selectivity performance is a function of:

• input filtering – protecting the front end of the receiver from large interferers
• front end amplifier and mixer strong signal handling
• back end analogue filtering
• back end amplification strong signal handling
• ADC dynamic range
• AGC characteristics
• synthesiser phase noise
• supply voltage.
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4.2 Full band capture approach

This alternative approach is currently not being used in DTT but is being introduced into satellite
and cable systems where ACS requirements are much less demanding. With this approach, there
is no analogue down conversion prior to the ADC sampling the signal at high (RF) frequency.

Figure 12: Full band capture DTT tuner

As the ADC must see the full frequency range, selectivity is a function of:

• front end amplifier strong signal handling
• ADC dynamic range
• AGC characteristics.

Whilst conceptually simple, to get good DTT performance the analogue front end circuitry before
the ADC must be extremely linear and the ADC needs a very high sample rate (>1.5GHz) and
again excellent dynamic range. This combination of performance may be beyond current
implementations but is considered likely to become feasible in the near future.

4.3 Mechanisms limiting selectivity

4.3.1 Amplifier strong signal handling

One of the key limitations to receiver performance, even with theoretically perfect gain control and
ADC, is the ability of the receiver front end to handle strong signals. This is an issue for any
analogue components prior to the ADC.

The key effect is that different frequency components of the input, for example a strong interferer
signal, are mixed together by nonlinearity in the receiver front end. In particular, this results in
spreading of the interferer spectrum, effectively creating out-of-band interference products that fall
within the adjacent channels – even if the transmitted signal is perfectly bandlimited. The effect is
termed spectral re-growth and is illustrated in Figure 13, which plots for a DTT example (in blue)
the power spectral density of the output of a noiseless computer model of a RF front end low noise
amplifier (LNA). The input to the amplifier is extremely strongly bandlimited (with >90dB ACLR in
all channels), but the output suffers spectral re-growth in the two channels above and below the
main signal due to the modelled nonlinearity at this relatively high input power. The green line
gives average power spectral density in 8MHz DTT channels.

For more information on this modelling approach, please see section 12. Modelling has been
used here as it allows the effect of spectral re-growth to be clearly seen in the absence of thermal
noise, which would otherwise make observations at high values of ACS very difficult.

As distribution amplifiers used in DTT systems typically have no AGC or filtering, they must be
able to handle the full power of all the interferers present whilst keeping all inter-modulation
products below the receivers’ noise floor. Considerations of strong signal handling apply equally in
this case.

Digital
processingADCRF input

AGC
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Figure 13: Modelled example amplifier output with -24dBm DTT input

Using the modelling approach, an initial estimation can be made of front end receiver linearity
requirements to achieve a given selectivity, as a function of interferer level. This builds on the
observation that that third-order inter-modulation products predominantly contribute to generate
the effect in the n±1 channel (where n is the interferer channel), while the fifth-order distortions
affect the n±2 channel.

Figure 14 illustrates the IIP3 and IIP5 parameters necessary to achieve a given level of ACS in the
adjacent (n±1) and alternate (n±2) channels, for the same DVB-T interferer signal as Figure 13
and also for a 5MHz LTE signal. The 16-QAM LTE UE SC-FDMA model waveforms used were
produced with proprietary crest factor reduction and sidelobe suppression to obtain 62dB and
81dB ACLR in the adjacent and alternate DVB channels respectively. Dependence upon interferer
waveform is discussed further below.

Note that the receiver linearity requirements vary with interferer signal, and TTP’s modelling
approach takes into account both third-order (IIP3) and fifth-order (IIP5) inter-modulation products
as well as overload (saturation): see section 12 for further discussion.
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(a) DVB-T 8k 64-QAM interferer

(b) LTE 5MHz 16-QAM interferer

Figure 14: Indicative adjacent and alternate selectivity as a function of interferer level and receiver
IPx value, for DVB-T and 5MHz LTE signals

This illustrates, for example, that to achieve 60dB ACS with a DVB-T interferer in the adjacent
(n±1) channel (which is dominated by IIP3, although also suffers from components due to IIP5), a
very high IIP3 of 18dBm is required at the worst-case input level of -12dBm, while to achieve 80dB
ACS in the alternate (n±2) channel requires a high IIP5 value of 5dBm. For the 5MHz LTE UE SC-
FDMA signal the requirements drop to 17dBm for IIP3 and -1dBm for IIP5.

A practical DTT silicon tuner has an in-band IIP3 in the region of 0dBm. This allows 60dB ACS
(−42dB PR) with a DVB-T interferer in the adjacent (n±1) channel at -31dBm input level. Little
information is available on IIP5, but based on modelling work a value of -10dBm IIP5 was
assumed based on the characterisation of an amplifier discussed in section 12, and this would
allow 70dB ACS (-52dB PR) in the alternate (n±2) channel at -25dBm input level, and 80dB ACS (-
62dB PR) at -27dBm input level, also for the same high crest factor DVB-T interferer. Note that in
the 80dB ACS case here, the contribution to C/(N+I) due to selectivity would be below the noise
floor.
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Note that the analysis in this section ignores the effect of filtering and AGC. By reducing gain at
the front end in the presence of large signals, assuming there is sufficient wanted signal power,
AGC can allow a receiver to handle higher interferer power levels than this whilst maintaining
similar protection ratios. Thus, the front end analogue components must be linear enough to
provide the required ACS with wanted signal levels close to threshold, and the AGC must reduce
gain to maintain linearity at the front end as input level goes up. However, as will be seen in
section 7.2.1, this can introduce increased noise.

4.3.1.i Crest factor

The crest factor of the signal can make a significant difference to the amount of spectral re-growth
created within an amplifier. In practice, with modern multicarrier modulation schemes, the peak to
average power depends on many factors and has Gaussian-like statistics, with the actual power
distribution of over time described with a complementary cumulative distribution function. The
crest factor describes the highest peak to average ratio occurring within the active burst. An
OFDM example (IEEE802.11a WLAN) is shown below.

Figure 15: Example of OFDM (IEEE802.11a) peak to average power distribution

In many standards steps are taken to minimise the uplink crest factor in order to allow a more
efficient RF power amplifier implementation in the typically battery powered UE. In addition to
measures within the standards, individual manufacturers typically add their own proprietary
schemes.
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Typical indicative crest factors for various popular standards are shown in the table below.

Standard Typical crest factor Comment
DVB-T (OFDM) ~12dB Without any crest factor reduction

OFDM has close to Gaussian crest
factor statistics

GSM (GMSK) 0dB constant envelope
WCDMA downlink ~10.6dB QPSK modulation,
WCDMA uplink ~3.3dB QPSK with various steps to lower

crest factor
LTE downlink (OFDMA) ~10.6dB OFDM has close to Gaussian crest

factor statistics
LTE Uplink (SC-FDMA) ~7.5dB SC-FDMA crest factor depends on

the data symbol
Weightless downlink ~3dB
Carrier wave (CW) 0dB The convention assumed in this

report

Table 4: Typical indicative crest factors

To provide an example of what this means, Figure 16 shows the modelled output of the same
modelled LNA introduced in the previous section, with:

• the blue trace representing the LNA output from a DTT signal with a crest factor of
11.4dB, at a high input level

• the green trace representing the LNA output from the same DTT signal, at the same input
power, but where 3dB of crest factor reduction (CFR) has been applied to the DTT
waveform before transmission.

It can be seen from the plot that this CFR suppresses the shoulders of the inter-modulation
products by approximately 5dB, which could be expected to lead to an improvement in ACS of
similar magnitude in the n±1 and n±2 adjacent channels.
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Figure 16: Effect of crest factor on spectral re-growth

4.3.1.ii Bandwidth

The bandwidth of the interfering signal makes a significant difference to the number of DTT
channels affected by spectral re-growth in the receiver front end.

Figure 17 shows spectral re-growth due to the overload effects on the same modelled LNA. The
input signal in this case is a modelled LTE UE SC-FDMA transmission with 5MHz, 10MHz and
20MHz nominal bandwidth All three LTE signals are presented at the same input power at the DTT
receiver.
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Figure 17: Effect of signal bandwidth on spectral re-growth

In the case of LTE at 700MHz, a 9MHz guard band is likely between the lower edge of the LTE
transmission and the upper edge of the topmost 8MHz DTT channel.

These modelled interferers use SC-FDMA waveforms. While conceptually a single-carrier signal,
SC-FDMA occupies the full allocated bandwidth of the channel. In this test proprietary methods
that are believed to be representative of those used in production UEs were applied to suppress
side-lobes and reduce crest factor without needing to apply a band filter that would spectrally
shape the signal.

It is apparent that the 3rd-order and 5th-order inter-modulation products of the 5MHz signal drop
away within 9MHz – this is a simple consequence of the 4.5MHz occupied bandwidth of the signal:
these products fall within two bandwidths either side of the main lobe. (If higher products had
been included in the model these would extend proportionately further out but their level is
generally very much lower.) This means that the 5MHz interferer would have most impact in the
immediate adjacent (n±1) channel, but little impact at larger separations.

Similarly it can be seen that 3rd-order inter-modulation products of the 10MHz signal fall away
within 9MHz – again this is a simple consequence of the 9MHz occupied bandwidth of the signal.
This roughly corresponds to the adjacent (n±1) channel. However, the 5th-order inter-modulation
products fall a further 9MHz either side, roughly corresponding to the (n±2) DTT channel, and in
this case could have an impact on ACS. 20MHz bandwidth is unlikely to be used in the 700MHz
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band (it is not available at 800MHz), but for the same reasons its 3rd and 5th-order inter-modulation
products spread a total of 36MHz either side of the main signal, out to 45MHz away from the
centre frequency. This could have potential impact on many DTT channels.

It can therefore be seen that interferers with 5MHz or narrower bandwidth can be expected to have
less impact on DTT selectivity than wider bandwidth interferers.

4.3.2 Front end filtering

Input RF filtering limits the power level of interferers that the rest of the receiver needs to deal with,
reducing the linearity burden and the need for linear dynamic range from all the subsequent
receiver stages. However, if a filter is placed at the receiver front end it will directly affect the
receiver Noise Figure, effectively reducing the receiver’s sensitivity to wanted signals. A band-
pass filter with extremely sharp (“brick wall”) cut-off is needed to achieve good selectivity and low
loss.

Filters for this type of application may be built from ladder networks of resonators with a high Q
factor. Q characterizes a resonator's bandwidth relative to its centre frequency. A
higher Q indicates a lower rate of energy loss relative to the stored energy of the resonator.

An ideal RF filter for filtering adjacent channels is composed of multiple resonators each with
infinite Q. This is shown below for a 8MHz wide RF filter centred on 690MHz, the highest
proposed DTT block once the proposed 700MHz cellular band is implemented. For reference, the
proposed 700MHz band would begin at 703MHz, and a useful filter would provide at least 20dB
attenuation to signals at 703MHz or higher.

Figure 18: Ideal 8MHz wide bandpass RF filter with 2 to 10 stages

For simplicity of modelling, the filter shown here has a Butterworth response with a 3dB point at
±4MHz of the centre frequency. In practice slightly steeper filter skirts could potentially be
obtained using an Elliptic, Chebyshev, or other design model, although this would need to be
balanced by the flatness of the pass-band required. Overall the outcome is likely to be similar.

It can be seen that a low order filter order can be used to obtain reasonable rejection for the n±2
channel or with greater separation, whilst even a very high order filter (which would be very difficult
to implement) has little effect on the n±1 rejection.
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To build such a filter imposes two critical requirements: frequency stability and high Q. The
resonant frequency must be very accurately set to avoid the filter cutting out the wanted signal. It
must also be very stable both over temperature and with manufacturing variations. The required
frequency stability, around 500ppm, is readily achievable with frequency reference devices such
as crystal oscillators but is difficult to obtain for mechanical devices and very difficult to obtain in
integrated silicon analogue processes.

The filter response shown above also assumes that resonators are available with extremely high
quality factor Q. In practice non-ideal resonators have relatively low Q as a consequence of
resistance and other losses. This results in insertion loss, that is, the attenuation of the wanted
signal that adds to the Noise Figure.

To gauge the effect of Q on a filter, the insertion loss of a Chebyshev bandpass filter at the centre
of the pass-band can be approximated using the following equation. This is plotted for a range of
typical values in Figure 19, for a filter with the same target bandwidth as that of
Figure 18.

 ~ 8.686  − 1.50
 

Equation 5
Where

LA = mid-band insertion loss in dB
N = number of filter poles
f0 = mid-band frequency
dF = Filter bandwidth
Qu = unloaded Q of the filter stages

Figure 19: Filter Insertion loss as a function of resonator Q and filter order

Other types of filter, for example SAW and BAW filters, may have different physical realisation but
the same general effects occur: filters with sharp cut-off require high order and place more
stringent requirements on resonator quality, and thus suffer from substantial insertion loss.

As typical DTT tuners have a noise figure of better than 7dB, with modern tuners potentially
achieving around 4dB, an input filter should have an insertion loss of no more than 4dB, with 2dB
being a more realistic target to allow for implementation losses elsewhere. This means that for a
relatively simple 2nd order filter, a resonator Q of at least 100, and ideally 200, is needed. If the
designer attempts to implement a more complex filter the required resonator Q rises rapidly quickly
becoming untenable.
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Typical resonator Q values at DTT frequencies are given in the table below:

RF resonator type Quality factor at 700MHz
Integrated IC inductor ~12
Lumped element inductor 50-100
Varactor diode ~30
Short Circuit micro-strip line on FR4 PCB 100-200
Cylindrical cavity air filled >4000
Cylindrical Cavity Dielectric Filled >2000
SAW 1500-2000
BAW 700 (Limited Q compared to

what is obtainable at >2GHz)

Table 5: Typical resonator Q values

It can be seen that obtaining a front end filter with a suitable level of rejection with low insertion
loss is difficult due to limited Q. In practice the filter will need to be tuned to allow use over the full
range of DTT frequencies. In canned tuners this tuning was implemented using varactor diodes
coupled with hand aligned inductors. It can be seen that from Table 5 that these devices have
inadequate Q for any significant n±2 channel rejection. As will be discussed in section 7.2.4,
modern RFIC design allows much greater use of integrated switched capacitors and automated
calibration techniques to overcome some of these issues.

4.3.3 Phase noise required

Reciprocal mixing occurs as a result of phase noise in the receiver’s internal frequency
reference(s), and appears on all signals to a greater or lesser degree. For a receiver, the most
significant issue is that the phase noise spreads out either side of the local oscillator signal. When
the phase noise from the local oscillator signal is superimposed onto a strong out-of-channel
signal, this can mask out a much lower-level wanted signal that is within the receiver pass-band.

The phase noise governed dynamic range for an oscillator is given by:

 =  + 10 10  
Equation 6

where Pn is the oscillator’s phase noise spectral density in dBc/Hz at the interferer frequency
offset from the wanted signal and BW is the receiver bandwidth in Hz, assuming the phase noise
is flat across the interferer bandwidth.

In a DTT tuner the  must be sufficient to handle:

• The wanted DTT signal level
• The C/N of the DTT signal
• Any interferer power reaching the mixer
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Figure 20: Required phase noise at the interferer frequency offset from the wanted signal for a
given ACS in a DTT receiver

For an ACS of 80dB a phase noise of 149dBc/Hz is required at the frequency offset of the
adjacent channel, i.e. 8MHz for the adjacent (n±1) channel, and 16MHz for the n±2 channel.

The phase noise of the frequency synthesiser used to generate the local oscillator is typically
governed, at several megahertz frequency offset, by the phase noise of the synthesiser’s VCO.
This is because these large values of frequency offset lie well outside the synthesiser’s loop
bandwidth.

Phase noise typically falls at 1/f2 (that is, 6dB/Octave), before meeting the broadband noise floor of
the VCO circuit at a higher frequency. Closer to the carrier, a 1/f flicker noise contribution also
applies. The 1/f2 response is a function of the loaded Q of the oscillator, noise factor, power and
temperature. Above carrier offsets of F0/(2QL) the broadband noise floor is defined as
FkTB/(PAVS).

Figure 21: Local oscillator phase noise
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From this it can be seen that to minimise the phase noise the designer must:
• Maximise Q
• Maximise the power. This will be limited by the breakdown voltage of the active devices in

the circuit, and could potentially substantially increase overall power consumption.
• Use an active device with low compression as this will degrade the Noise Figure of the

device.

From reviewing a range of manufacturer datasheets, the phase noise that typical integrated VCOs
achieve is shown below and compared to the minimum required to achieve 80dB selectivity.

Figure 22: Practical integrated VCO phase noise compared to that required for 80dB ACS

It can be seen that the phase noise for 80dB ACS is readily achievable at n±2 but is more
demanding at the n±1 adjacent channel.

4.3.4 Back end filtering

Analogue filtering after the mixer and before the ADC (see Figure 11) reduces the dynamic range
needed from the ADC and any other receiver stages following the filter. As this filter operates at
low frequencies, it allows significantly higher filter order to be used without the limiting effects of
resonator Q that occur at radio frequencies, and therefore can be more easily achieved in an IC
with integrated components such as capacitors. Factors such as stability over temperature and
manufacturing variations remain important, especially for higher order filters. In an IQ topology,
matching the phase and gain response of the two (I and Q) branches of the receiver is critical to
obtaining good image rejection. As IC component tolerance is very poor, with ±50% being
common, extensive calibration routines are required to help set the filters to the correct frequency.
This calibration becomes more critical if higher order filters with sharper cut off characteristics are
used.

A zero IF receiver can use a low pass filter with the cut-off frequency set at the half the channel
bandwidth. The Butterworth response of an Nth order analogue filter is shown below with the
filter’s 3dB point set to 4MHz. As with the band-pass filter case discussed above, a designer may
choose to implement an alternative filter response although the general result would be
unchanged.
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Figure 23: Filter attenuation for 4MHz wide low-pass analogue filter

By integrating the filter response over the relevant DTT 7.6MHz active signal bandwidth, the
contribution to ACS of this filter can be calculated as shown below. (Note that close-in ACS is
typically achieved by analogue filtering combined with digital filtering after the ADC, so it is not
necessarily limited by the analogue filter.)

Figure 24: DTT selectivity contribution from low-pass analogue filter

It can be seen that a low order filter order can be used to obtain reasonable rejection for n±2 or
greater frequency separations. However, channel n±1 selectivity must typically be obtained
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about 15dB rejection at the n±1 adjacent channel, which makes very high selectivity in this case
particularly difficult.

This analysis in this subsection has primarily considered zero IF for simplicity. Low IF receivers
operate in a more complex way. With low IF, back end filtering also provides little protection
against n±1 interferers. However, in contrast with the zero IF architecture, low IF designs may
also gain little benefit from back end filtering at n±2 and in some cases n±3 depending on the
details of the architecture.

4.3.5 AGC characteristics

AGC is required to adapt the limited instantaneous dynamic range of the receiver to spectrum
conditions. By automatically reducing the gain of the cascaded amplifiers within a receiver, based
on the strength of the strongest signal received, compression of the signals and the resulting
distortion due to spectral re-growth within the amplifier is avoided.

However by reducing amplifier gain, the overall noise figure of the receiver will increase. This can
be observed from the Friis formula, used to determine the overall cascaded noise factor (the
power-domain equivalent of Noise Figure) of a receiver based on the linear gain and noise factor
of each stage.

Figure 25: Noise analysis of a receiver gain chain

Where values are in dimensions of power, the overall noise factor F can be calculated from the
noise factors F1 etc and gains G1 etc of the intervening stages using Friis’s formula as follows.

 = 1 + 2 − 11 + 3 − 11 2
Equation 7

It can be seen that the noise from the components close to the antenna dominate, with effect of
the noise of components further down the chain reduced by the gain of the preceding components.
Conversely, when the gains of each preceding stage are reduced, for example to handle high input
powers, the NF of each successive stage becomes more significant. To limit the effect that
reducing gain has on the receiver Noise Figure, as the RF signal level rises, the gains of the
stages furthest from the antenna are reduced first.

Typically at least two AGC loops are used within a single block tuner. A narrowband loop primarily
controls the gain of the back end stages ensuring the optimum signal level is presented to the
ADC, and a front end wideband loop designed to minimise load to the mixer.

The speed of the AGC loops, typically measured as the attack and decay time constants, affects
receiver performance with burst signals. Modern DTT receivers adapt quickly to impulsive
interference to prevent saturation. Subsequent gain changes are then more gentle to prevent

AC

G1, F1 G2, F2 G3, F3
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modulation of the wanted signal by the AGC. To achieve this, AGC circuits with fast attack times
(~1ms) and slow recovery times (~150ms) are often used.

When a high-power interferer is presented to the tuner, a rapid reduction in gain is applied to
prevent overload. This can result in reduced sensitivity as the noise figure of the receiver is
increased as a consequence of the gain reduction discussed above. With burst interference the
interferer is then rapidly removed. As it takes the AGC some time to recover an extended period
of low sensitivity can occur as the front end gain is restored slowly.

4.3.6 ADC dynamic range

The quantisation noise limit of an ADC is related to the number of quantisation bits m, and for
sinusoidal input signals can be approximated by:

 = 20102 + 1.76 ≈ 6.02  
Equation 8

Therefore if the ADC has a linear response, and a jitter-free sample clock, this formula can be
used to define the ADC’s dynamic range. In practice the ADC will not be fully linear and will suffer
from jitter. The effective ADC dynamic range, with real world effects such as jitter, is often
specified as the effective number of quantisation bits, ENOB.

The ADC’s ENOB must be sufficient to handle:
• The C/N of the DTT signal
• Any interferer power reaching the ADC
• The crest factor of the interferer reaching the ADC
• Margin for AGC imperfections and radio fading.

The ENOB required for an ADC has been estimated assuming an interferer CF of 8dB and a 3dB
margin for AGC and other implementation losses.

Figure 26: ADC resolution required for a range of ACS values

It can be seen that with no filtering prior to the ADC at least 15 effective ADC bits would be
required to achieve 80dB ACS. As the ADC is the last analogue component in the signal chain,
any analogue filtering prior to sampling (for example, as discussed in section 4.3.4) will reduce the
number of bits required. For instance in a zero IF implementation, with just a second order low-
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pass filter prior to the ADC (see Figure 24), the ENOB to meet an 80dB ACS target would drop to
13.6 at the first adjacent and 11.4 at the second adjacent channel.

Assuming an ADC’s sampling of the analogue signal conforms to the Nyquist criterion, the ADC’s
sample rate and resolution defined by its ENOB are largely interchangeable through the use of
oversampling. For instance by doubling the sample rate the ADC noise density is halved giving a
3dB improvement in dynamic range. This is equivalent to adding an extra half bit to the ADC’s
resolution.

Figure 27: Lowering the quantisation noise PSD by raising the sample rate

With significant oversampling, which is now relatively common, the ADC’s analogue anti-alias
filtering requirements are relaxed allowing lower orders of analogue filters to be used. This
approach can save silicon area and design complexity although it does mean the ADC is
potentially susceptible to interferers over a wider frequency band.

Figure 28: Anti alias filter requirements

By using sigma-delta noise shaping techniques, the convertor’s quantisation noise can be moved
outside the band of interest, increasing the dynamic range available over the wanted channel.
This technique, combined with the difficulty of implementing analogue filters with precise cut-off
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frequencies required for convertors operating at near the Nyquist rate in CMOS, has made the use
of sigma-delta convertors with large oversampling rates popular.

4.3.7 Supply voltage

The supply voltage of the RFIC limits the available dynamic range of all signals within the RFIC as
illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 29: Dynamic range limitations due to supply voltage

Assuming that 25dB of gain is required to obtain a good noise figure, Figure 29 indicates that
1220mV RMS is required to provide 80dB ACS (made up of 60dB protection ratio plus 20dB SNR),
with an interferer with 8dB crest factor. A 1.8V supply would be required as a minimum to
accommodate this without hard clipping.

Reducing the system impedance would reduce the voltage swings needed, as the voltage of
Johnson-Nyquist noise is proportional to the square root of the impedance.

The calculation outlined in Figure 29 does not take into account implementation margins such as
back-off needed to maintain linearity and headroom to accommodate any other interferers
potentially present. Note, this study concentrates on the single interferer case. It may therefore be
necessary to accept less than 25dB gain – potentially increasing the overall system noise figure –
or to use an impedance lower than 75Ω to reduce the thermal noise voltage – which will increase
power consumption.

If the voltage must be reduced to take advantage of CMOS scaling, to maintain the same ACS the
impedance would also have to reduce and thus the same power level would be maintained. If
amplifier efficiency and ACS both remain constant, CMOS scaling would therefore offer no
reduction in power consumption. In practice, due to threshold effects, it may even be necessary to
increase power as the voltage is reduced, making potential power-related problems greater.

4.4 Summary

The dominant architecture of DTT receivers today is that of the single block tuner, mixing the
wanted signal down to baseband or low IF before converting it to the digital domain for final
filtering and demodulation. There are several stages of filtering and AGC.
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An alternative architecture that is already being used in satellite and cable applications captures
the full band digitally, at much higher sampling rate. This has the benefit that a single tuner could
be used to decode multiple channels, potentially allowing cost saving in multi-tuner devices.
However, the high sampling rate means that only limited dynamic range is possible today. This is
not sufficient to meet current DTT performance specifications, but could become viable in future
through further CMOS scaling.

Receive selectivity performance is a function of:

• front end amplifier and mixer strong signal handling
• input and back end analogue filtering
• back end amplification strong signal handling
• ADC dynamic range
• AGC characteristics
• synthesiser phase noise
• supply voltage.

4.4.1 Strong signal handling

Strong signal handling can limit ACS. Within components such as amplifiers and mixers that
exhibit nonlinear behaviour with large signals, spectral re-growth of the interferer within the
receiver causes distortion products to be created that fall within adjacent channels.

Third-order distortions, the dominant re-growth products, at most, fall one interferer bandwidth
either side of the interferer’s occupied bandwidth, while fifth-order distortions, which are generally
lower, fall two bandwidths either side. For interferers with similar bandwidth to DTT signals, third-
order distortions primarily affect the immediate adjacent channel and fifth-order distortions the
alternate channel. In the case of a LTE UE interferer at the bottom of the proposed 700MHz band,
with 5MHz nominal (4.5MHz occupied) bandwidth, the third-order and fifth-order distortions will
both fall within the 9MHz guard band and thus the receiver has only to avoid gross signal overload.
Conversely, a 10MHz transmission (9MHz occupied bandwidth) would cause fifth order products
to fall within the alternate channel, the top DTT channel, and can thus have significant impact on
ACS.

Interferer crest factor also decreases ACS: interferers with low crest factor, such as WSDs and
LTE UEs, will typically cause less spectral re-growth and thus permit greater ACS.

A practical DTT silicon tuner has an in-band IIP3 in the region of 0dBm. This allows 60dB ACS
(−42dB PR) with a DVB-T interferer in the adjacent (n±1) channel, provided that the ADC provides
sufficient ENOB and the AGC is able to increase linearity in proportion to gain reduction for input
powers above -31dBm. To improve ACS further would require high power handling to be
increased.

4.4.2 Filtering and ADC

Filters can reduce the large out of band signal handling requirements of subsequent stages. In a
DTT receiver, the final filtering required to provide a clean interferer free signal for demodulation is
typically implemented digitally. Very significant implementation issues limit the achievable
selectivity benefits from front end RF filters. Critically, to achieve the very rapid filter cut-offs that
would be required to improve ACS would require very accurate filters with strongly resonant
characteristics, but voltage handling and impedance become practical limitations, resulting in low
Q. This limits achievable filter cut-off rates and means that insertion loss can be 2-4dB or even
more – and may make tuneable RF filters impractical unless Q can be improved to much more
than 100.

Without any filtering prior to the ADC, at least 15 effective bits would be required to achieve 80dB
ACS. With filtering, in a zero IF implementation, with just a 2nd order low pass filter prior to the
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ADC, the number of effective bits required to meet an 80dB ACS target would drop to13.6 at the
first adjacent and 11.4 at the second adjacent channel.

Availability of ADCs operating with reasonable dynamic range at high sample rates and the
difficulties of high order filter implementation in RFICs are driving receiver designers to use
increased sampling rate to reduce requirements for back end filtering. This approach could make
future receivers more susceptible to interferers over a wider frequency band.

4.4.3 Reciprocal mixing

Reciprocal mixing of phase noise can create in-band noise and distortion degrading the receiver
selectivity. These effects are generally most severe at high interferer levels and near channels, in
particular the n±1 adjacent channel, where phase noise alone makes 80dB ACS difficult to achieve
with typical integrated VCOs available today. At the second adjacent and beyond phase noise is
not a dominating issue in achieving 80dB ACS.

4.4.4 AGC

Automatic gain control (AGC) is crucial to maintaining ACS, especially where the receiver is above
the sensitivity threshold and gain must be decreased to prevent saturation. Unfortunately,
reducing gain affects the noise figure, so handling higher power signals may be more difficult.
Typically two or more control loops are used to vary the gain within different parts of the receiver.
Design of the ACG control loop becomes much more complicated when needing to deal with burst
interferers.

4.4.5 Supply voltage

A 1.8V supply voltage, typical for today’s devices, can only just accommodate a 80dB ACS when
crest factor, SNRmin, gain and noise figure are taken into account, at 75 ohm impedance. To
maintain dynamic range at lower voltages will require gain and/or impedance to be reduced, which
could potentially affect other aspects of performance such as sensitivity (noise figure) or power
consumption. It appears that, if ACS is maintained, power consumption of front end components
(that could be exposed to the full interferer amplitude) would need to be maintained and could
potentially increase at lower voltages.
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5 REVIEW OF CURRENT DTT RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

5.1 Minimum DTT specifications

Across Europe, there is no minimum standard required for the performance of DTT receivers.
However, some other types of radio equipment, such as cellular devices, do have minimum
receiver performance standards.

In order for consumers to know products are suitable for reception of Freeview DVB-T services
and Freeview HD DVB-T2 services, manufacturers can choose to mark their products with logos
showing they meet the applicable D-Book performance specification.

These specifications have been defined by the Digital TV Group (DTG), the industry association
for Digital television in the UK. In practice many retailers will only sell DTT products with these
logos and therefore they define the effective minimum technical standards for the equipment.

The selectivity requirements defined within these specifications is based on an analysis of the
minimum DTT performance required to operate reliably in current and future planned spectrum
conditions. D-Book standards typically closely align with other DTT specifications defined by other
European trade and standard bodies, such as NorDig.

5.2 Measured DTT performance

Significant testing has been undertaken and published to define typical performance of TVs with a
variety of interfering signals including various WSD and LTE signals. Much of the work has
concentrated on the PR values, power limits and spectral masks which need to be defined to
protect DTT reception with the introduction of new services such as White Space and LTE. A
significant part of the work has been undertaken as an ECC activity within CEPT and is
summarised in documents8 such as:

• ECC Report 148 – DVB-T performance in the presence of LTE
• ECC Report 159 - Cognitive radio systems in the ‘white spaces’ in 470-790 MHz
• ECC Report 185 - Definition of technical and operational requirements for WSD in 470-

790 MHz
• ECC Report 186 - Technical and operational requirements for WSD under geo-location

approach

Further work is being undertaken by the ECC in project groups such Project Team D9 of the CEPT
Conference Preparatory Group (CPG15) preparing CEPT’s position at WRC-15.

• Technical and operational requirements for WSD under geo-location approach
Much of literature focuses on trying to determine various levels of worst case performance for
current DTT receivers. As this study is intended to focus on how far technology can be stretched
to improve ACS at low cost, TTP has reviewed the work to identify the current and commercialised
state-of-the art receiver performance. As all the published work doesn’t reveal the manufacturer it
is not possible to identify the manufacturer or the technical details of the implementation.

8 Available from http://www.erodocdb.dk/doks/doccategoryECC.aspx?doccatid=4
9 Meeting documents available from http://www.cept.org/ecc/groups/ecc/cpg/cpg-pt-
d/client/meeting-documents
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To identify the typical and state of the art performance TTP has concentrated on the PR
performance of various receivers measured by the DTG with a Weightless downlink interferer and
published in Ofcom's, TV white spaces: approach to coexistence report10. This was used as:

• Raw data for the selectivity of the top selling 50 receiver models in the UK, between 2007
and 2013 (excluding online sales) was available

• All were tested using a single test setup and test methodology
• The tests minimised the effects of ACLR allowing ACS to be more accurately derived.

The measured ACLR values (both measured in an 8MHz channel) are shown below.

Channel separation, n ACLRM (dB)
±1 63
±2 82

±3 or greater 90

Table 6: Measured ACLR

• The tests used various levels of interferer all with 3.5ms transmission pulse every 10ms.
For many receivers this is a slightly harsher case than a constant power interferer.

In the following sections the measured PR over a range of input levels and channel offsets is
presented and compared to the minimum industry standards.

Similarly to Figure 10, the -60dB PR line is highlighted in red on the graphs as being close to the
80dB equivalent ACS target. (If SNRmin = 18dB and ACS=80dB, Equation 4 gives PR=-62dB.)
This assumes the transmitter ACLR much greater than 80dB. This is the case for channel
separations of ±3 or greater. Alternatively, with an ACLR of 80dB, a PR of -59dB could be
obtained. This is approximately correct for the n±2 case. The significant ACLR at n±1 make ACS
values greater than 60dB difficult to assess accurately as the ACLR would dominate the PR
measurements.

5.2.1 Typical DTT PR performance with a Weightless interferer

The performance of a typical DTT receiver (selected from the median of the tested sample)
against this WSD interferer is illustrated in Figure 30.

10 Available from http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/white-space-
coexistence/annexes/technical-report.pdf
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Figure 30: DTT receiver median performance, with minimised ACLR, measured at wanted signal
power levels of -70, -60, -50 and -30dBm, with diamonds representing D Book specified levels

5.2.2 Commercial state-of-the-art DTT PR performance with a Weightless interferer

The previous plot may be compared to Figure 31, which shows the performance of the receiver
taken from the 5th percentile of the distribution, representing a state-of-the-art device that may be
more representative of what could be achieved by future DTT receivers.
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Figure 31: DTT receiver 5th percentile performance, with minimised ACLR, measured at wanted
signal power levels of -70, -60, -50 and -30dBm, with diamonds representing D Book specified

levels

5.2.3 Comparison of Weightless downlink and LTE

A comparison of Weightless downlink and LTE uplink is shown below.

Weightless LTE
-3dB power bandwidth 5MHz (-3dB bandwidth,

centred in a 8MHz channel)
4.5MHz (nominal 5MHz
channel)
9MHz (nominal 10MHz
channel)

Modulation π/4-QPSK SC-FDMA
Crest factor ~3dB ~7.5dB, depends on

modulation

Table 7: Weightless downlink, LTE comparison

5.2.4 DTT performance with burst interference signals

Traditionally DTT tuners have been designed to cope with steady state interference from other
DTT signals. LTE base stations will typically output a regular duty cycle based on 10ms frame
length. White Space base stations are likely to behave in a similar way, but may use different
frame lengths. In both cases, the duty cycle increases as their loading increases. Current DTT
industry specifications now cover a selection of use cases from 0 to 100% loading.

Industry opinion gained through this study suggested that tuners initially found it difficult to meet
the selectivity performance demanded to withstand LTE base station interferers. However it is
reported that these requirements have now been met by fairly small changes to the tuner’s AGC
circuits.
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Mobile terminals (UEs) typically transmit much less, and potentially irregularly, as transmissions
are based on the mobile’s use and the need to maintain contact with the network. High duty cycle
would only be used for short periods, for example to transfer large files or stream video. This
irregular duty cycle mean that LTE UE interference currently causes significant issues. WSD
interferers could cause a similar effect due to low and potentially variable duty cycle. This was
confirmed by one interviewee:11

‘The current limitations in DTT “selectivity” performance is related to the time domain
characteristics of those new interferers. Basically, the tuners that have been designed some years
ago use an architecture for a “static spectrum”. DTT channels or Analog TV channels or digital
cable channels have a nearly constant power (versus time) while LTE and WSD have a bursted
power. Tuner gain control of past products was simply not able to cope with that constraint : a
poor gain control leads to poor protection ratios. Solving this gain control issue leads to similar
protection ratios against DTT, LTE or WSD interferers. Consequently if today we are talking of a
very small protection ratio for nearby WSD interferer (less than 10dB) due to legacy products, next
year this ratio will be typically 40dB with products designed now.’

Due to the use of an interleaver, DVB-T2 has better impulse performance and may have better
burst performance than DVB-T. A 28dB improvement between DVB-T2 and DVB-T is assumed
at n±2 for 50th percentile receiver performance in ITU technical and operational parameters for
sharing and compatibility studies.12 However other technical experts have suggested that in
practice little difference in performance is practically seen.

A graph, derived from the same document, of DVB-T2 50th percentile silicon tuner derived ACS
performance with 10MHz bandwidth LTE UE with various traffic loadings is shown below.

Figure 32: Derived typical ACS for silicon tuners, with DVB-T2 wanted signal and 10MHz LTE UE
signal

11 Jerome Brillant, NXP Semiconductors, November 2013
12 Derived from tables 2 and 3 of Appendix 6 “Supplementary values of broadcasting receivers
adjacent channel selectivity to assist in sharing studies complementing Appendix 2” of Annex 2 to
Joint Task Group 4-5-6-7 Chairman’s report “Compilation of material maintained by the joint task
group 4-5-6-7 working groups”, 14th August 2013
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It can be seen that the ACS reduces for interferers close to the wanted signal when the traffic
loading is relatively light and therefore more “bursty.”

Further results can be estimated from the recent ICT Knowledge Transfer Network work13. The
graph, below is derived14 from the measured protection ratios of the best receiver, taken from a
sample of 19 receivers including the 10 best selling models over the last five years, receiving DVB-
T and DVB-T2. The performance was measured with a -15dBm, 5MHz wide WIMAX interferer
configured to send TCP-IP traffic at 50kb/s. The WiMAX signal, with its high crest factor and
bursty UE transmission structure, has been found in the past to cause issue with vulnerable
receivers.

Figure 33: Estimated best case ACS, with both DVB-T and DVB-T2 wanted signal and 5MHz
WiMAX UE interferer signal

5.2.5 Impact of silicon tuners

Since around 2010 tuner technology has changed radically away from traditional canned tuners
based around discrete MOPLL circuits with discrete varactor tuned tracking filters, to highly
integrated, single chip based CMOS based silicon tuners.

There has been concern within the industry that silicon tuners are not able to achieve the same
overload performance as discrete canned tuners, primarily due to not having front end tracking
filters.

Whilst Ofcom’s data does not directly record the tuner technology used in the devices tested,
discrete tuners characteristically have poor selectivity performance at N=9 channel offsets

13 ICT Knowledge Transfer Network and Wireless Testing and Innovation Centre, “DTT Receiver
Protection Ratios with White Space Signals”, 15th November 2013
14 A 20dB adjustment was made to the worst case of the positive and negative offset PRs
measured at each frequency offset to account for the C/N required and ACLR of the test signal.
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compared to the channels either side. This is due to the intermediate frequency (IF) used causing
an image problem. This is most clearly observed with low levels of wanted signal. Figure 34
shows the PR with a wanted signal at -70dBm for the five of the fifty devices tested with the best
PR, averaged over the channels tested, at a high signal level with a -30dBm wanted signal level.

Figure 34: Measured PR with C = -70dBm for the 5 devices with the best overload performance

It can be seen that four of the devices have fairly consistent performance at n+9, whilst the device
RXID28, has very inconsistent performance at n+9. From this, it is reasonable to conclude that
four out of the five devices with the best overload performance are silicon tuners with only one
being a canned tuner.

Recent feedback from industry suggests that silicon tuners in practice provide much more
consistent unit to unit performance than canned tuners. This is probably due to silicon tuners using
automated calibration algorithms, overcoming the need to hand tune filters. This reduces the need
to apply large margins between typical and worst case performance to allow for production
spreads.

5.3 Summary

At the time of the present study, a typical DTT receiver has at least 10dB better protection ratio at
a given interferer level than the minimum specified D-Book performance, shown as diamonds on
the graphs. Performance can be 15 to 20dB better in some cases.

With high level interferers such as the Weightless signal shown, the typical (median) receiver,
selected from the UK’s 50 best selling receivers between 2007 and 2013, has difficulties coping
with interference above -5dBm to 0dBm, almost independently of the wanted signal level or
frequency offset from the wanted signal. These signal levels are already higher than the -12dBm
suggested as a worst case. As this is the median receiver, 50% of devices can be expected to
perform better than it, and 50% worse, but it is representative of the middle of the performance
distribution. By comparing Figure 30 and Figure 31 it can be seen that the state-of-the-art receiver
(5th percentile of the population) has 5-15dB better ACS than the median device, and is able to
handle interferers with input power up to +10dBm, albeit with reduced selectivity compared to
lower input power.
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When interference levels are below -12dBm, both the receivers plotted with the (relatively
stationary) Weightless interferers achieve at least -40dB protection ratio in the n±1 channel,
corresponding to 58dB ACS or better. In the n±2 channel and above, at -12dBm interference level
or below, the median receiver achieves -47dB PR (65dB ACS) or better, and the state-of-the-art
receiver achieves -57dB PR (75dB ACS) or better.

Best in class receivers ACS performance, with a low data rate bursty interferer, such as 5MHz
wide WiMAX signal, is not as good. With this signal, the best estimated ACS performance,
compared to the Weightless White Space signal is worse, by around 2dB at the adjacent, and 7dB
at the alternate channel.

AGC gain control is seen as a particular vulnerability of current DTT receivers, especially where
the interferer is a bursty LTE UE and WSD transmission. This is certainly true for some receivers.
However, industry experts believe that this will be improved substantially for many DTT tuners
available in the near future.

The industry move from canned tuners to silicon tuners is now well under way. Best-in-class
silicon tuners appear to show comparable performance to canned tuners, and generally do not
suffer from the n+9 channel IF vulnerability of canned tuners.
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6 FUTURE DTT RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

6.1 Current and future pricing

DTT receivers are used within three broad classes of products, which are summarised as follows
along with current (October 2013) typical retail pricing in the UK (including VAT):

• Integrated digital TVs can cost from £130 for a 22 inch 1080p HD display to about £380 for
a 42 inch 1080p HD display using LED technology.

• Personal video recorders (PVRs) cost around £135 for a 320GB HD recorder.

• Accessory devices range in cost from £6 for a DVB-T USB 2.0 tuner for a PC, to about
£14 for a Freeview (DVB-T) set-top-box (STB).

Margins within the sector are very low with relatively stagnant or falling sales. New picture formats
such as 3D have not captured consumer’s imaginations, and therefore limit the ability for the brand
name and retailer to charge a premium. LCD TV shipments fell worldwide by 3% in 201215 with
even market sectors where growth is expected, such as Smart TVs (IDTVs), having a relatively
low five year forecast CAGR of 23%16. Product sectors such as DTT PVRs are expected to
disappear as recording capacity is built into smart TVs.

This price pressure is putting strain on many of the tier one brands with large financial losses
being reported. In turn this places strong price pressure on component suppliers. This contrasts
strongly with the smartphone and tablet markets where significant growth is being seen.

The Average Selling Price (ASP) for TV tuner ICs is falling rapidly and is now believed to be less
than $0.50. One interviewee from a major silicon tuner supplier suggested that this price level is
causing his company to seriously question if they should be competing in the market.
Nevertheless, as devices increasingly have multiple tuners, the tuner market is anticipated to grow
by 6.8% CAGR through to 201717.

6.1.1 Typical supply chain

To help understand the market dynamics the supply chain, with examples of key participants at
each stage, is shown in Figure 35.

15

http://www.displaysearch.com/cps/rde/xchg/displaysearch/hs.xsl/120620_global_lcd_tv_shipments
_fall_for_the_first_time_ever_in_q112.asp
16 http://blog.streamingmedia.com/2013/07/smart-tv-sales-to-grow-at-a-low-cagr-of-23-over-next-
five-years.html
17 http://www.4-traders.com/news/Research-and-Markets-Worldwide-Silicon-TV-Tuners-in-Six-
Regions-By-2017-TV-Sets-will-Represent-55--17371705/
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Tuner: Foxconn Tier 1 Tesco
• Silabs Flextronics • Sony Amazon
• Sony • Samsung Currys
• NXP Tier 2/3
• MaxLinear • Own brand

TV SoC: e.g. Technika
• MStar
• MediaTek

Figure 35: TV market supply chain with examples

Retail prices within each product category are generally proportional to the ex-factory price. This
is seen especially at the lower end of the market where there is little room for markup from
premium branding or styling so any changes in ex-factory prices will be directly reflected in the
retail price.

A relatively small number of specialist semiconductor vendors are participating in the market and
this number is dropping as the market consolidates. An example of this is the merger of MStar,
the world’s largest TV silicon company with a smaller interest in mobile, with MediaTek, the world’s
largest mobile semiconductor supplier with a small interest in TV.

The tuner market is dominated by a number of companies, several of whom are relatively new to
the market, that specialise in mixed signal CMOS design. Many of the traditional canned tuner
chipset suppliers and canned tuner manufacturers have pulled out of the market as it has become
dominated by silicon tuners.

6.2 Key technical drivers

Several silicon tuner and DTT suppliers were asked what parameters were considered when
setting tuner selectivity requirements for new products both at the tuner and at the product level.
Their answers are summarised in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Manufacturers’ considerations when setting tuner selectivity requirements

Opinions expressed by people within the industry are discussed below.

Factors such as needing to maintain support for analogue are expected to remain important for as
long as some parts of the world continue to use analogue. An interviewee suggested this
requirement wouldn’t change in the next five years and it drives significant parts of the tuner
design. This is due to needing to achieve very high ~50dB SNR in order to avoid on screen
artefacts.

Being resilient to LTE and other planned spectrum changes which are planned for large
geographic areas was seen as import. Several interviewees were sceptical about White Space as
it is seen as being too US/UK specific.

Cost issues driving the technology development were summed up by one interviewee: “The TV
tuner development is mostly driven by the cost. The past years have seen a huge price erosion
and it is accelerating. The consequence of this price decrease are:

1. silicon vendors need to enlarge their volume of sales: the silicon tuners are now worldwide
TV standards compatible (DTT standards DVB-T/T2, ATSC, DTMB, ISDB-T, but also
Digital cable standards DVB-C, J.83B, and analog TV standards PAL, SECAM, NTSC).
(Some tuners are sold for DTT reception “only”, but they share the same development
platform as worldwide standards tuners).
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2. The overall tuner BOM should be decreased, which means that the tuner should integrate
all peripheral components (at least the most expensive ones)”.

To achieve the current reported ASP for a tuner of less than $0.50 in volume, highly integrated
silicon has been developed, with recent integration steps being as follows.18

• Integrating the RF balun. TTP highlights that this could make obtaining good selectivity
more difficult as it is likely to introduce additional insertion loss and, depending on the
approach used, may not be as linear at high power levels as a discrete balun.

• Removing the need for ESD diodes to protect against electrostatic discharge (ESD) on
critical pins.

• Increasing the power supply ripple rejection allowing a lower cost power supply to be used
in the TV. TTP highlights that this could make obtaining good selectivity more difficult as it
is likely to reduce the available supply voltage, reducing amplifier and mixer linearity.

Further integration mentioned by various industry members include:

• Integrating the DVB-T2 demodulator into the main TV SoC. Currently integrated
demodulators are generally used for older standards like DVB-T.

• Integrating the tuner into the demodulator. Integrated tuner-demodulators such as
Broadcom’s BCM3461 have been developed but are not currently believed to have wide
market acceptance.19 TTP notes that the increased integration of digital functionality will
allow greater cost savings to be obtained by using smaller CMOS nodes than the node
that would be likely to be used for a tuner only device.

• Integrating the tuner crystal into the tuner using MEMS resonator20 technology. TTP notes
that this could make obtaining good selectivity more difficult as it is likely to introduce
additional phase noise.

Other drivers include:

• Power consumption. Current tuners consume about 350mW18, around a third of the
power of a traditional canned tuner – see Figure 37. “Green” pressures and energy saving
legislation mean that power consumption is under pressure to drop. TTP highlights that
there tends to be a tradeoff between achievable selectivity and power consumption in a
receiver.

18 http://www.maxlinear.com/maxlinear-commences-hybrid-tv-tuner-shipments-to-samsung/
19 http://blog.broadcom.com/television-2/digital-tv-goes-global/
20 For example see http://www.silabs.com/products/clocksoscillators/mems/pages/cmems-
technology.aspx
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Figure 37: Per channel tuner power consumption for different tuner technologies (source:
MaxLinear)

• Multi tuner units, with several approaches: using multiple tuner dies in a package, tuners
designed as a slave to a master tuner, and full band capture (a single ADC covering
multiple channels. Currently this approach is used by Broadcom and MaxLinear for some
cable and satellite tuners, but not for terrestrial tuners).

• Size, both height profile and size are important – TTP highlights that this makes using
traditional large components such as SAW IF filters and air coiled inductors difficult.

• It was observed that whilst there is a drive to reduce cost there is often significant
redundancy and unused functionally in a modern TV design in order for a single platform
to be sold into a worldwide market. This is to limit the number of product designs which
needed to be handled and allow more flexible lower cost stock control throughout the
world.

• It was reported that other manufacturers, especially in areas such as PVRs, attempt to
limit cost by developing very specific designs for the target market eliminating any
unnecessary cost and functionality.

6.3 Underlying technology trends

This section looks at underlying technology trends and how it will affect DTT tuners and ADCs.
The most important of which is Moore’s law, driving CMOS scaling.

Moore's law21 is the observation that, over the history of computing hardware, the number
of transistors on integrated circuits doubles approximately every two years. This is largely derived
from transistor scaling allowing many more gates to be packed into the same silicon area. This is
very important as silicon costs are closely linked to silicon area. In turn this allows much more
functionality to be incorporated into a design at the same or lower cost.

This gain doesn’t directly apply to analogue and RF electronics. The International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), sponsored by semiconductor organisations throughout the
world, assesses the future trends and requirements in the semiconductor industry. Its 2011 report
states “It is easy to assume that the steady improvement in the digital performance of the basic

21 http://www.computerhistory.org/semiconductor/timeline/1965-Moore.html
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devices in the HP and LSTP roadmaps derived from scaling will also result in continuous
improvement in RF and analog performance. But in fact, many of the dimensional, materials-
oriented, and structural changes being invoked in the digital roadmap degrade or at least alter RF
and analog device behaviour. For example,  As dimensions shrink, new tradeoffs in physical
design optimization for RF performance will be necessary as different mechanisms emerge as
limiting factors determining parasitic impedances in local interconnects to the device.” 22

Optimisations taking place within RF CMOS design to take advantage of Moore’s Law include:
• implementing as many functions into the digital domain with the ADC and DAC in a

transceiver moving towards the antenna
• using digital circuitry to optimise the analogue through calibration and digital compensation

circuit
• using alternative analogue circuit techniques such as discrete-time techniques which scale

better with CMOS node. Some of these circuit techniques will be examined in more detail
in section 7.

Currently 110nm to 55nm CMOS nodes are used for DTT tuners. This is a little behind cellular
and Wi-Fi where 40nm and even 22nm designs are being developed. The ITRS predicts the
following nodes sizes over the coming for leading edge RF designs. It is likely that DTT will lag
behind this curve by a few years.

Figure 38: Predicted RF CMOS node size (source: ITRS)

The implications of this changing node size and other technology advances are mapped for key
analogue blocks through a figure of merit (FoM) scheme which attempts to capture and roadmap
key metrics.

6.3.1 Low noise amplifier (LNA)

For tuned LNAs, amplifier gain G, power handling (IIP3), frequency of operation f, Noise Factor F,
and power consumption P can be combined into a figure of merit (FoM), with dimensions of
frequency, using the following formula. Two cases of potential evolution are plotted in Figure 39.

Equation 9

22 http://www.itrs.net/Links/2011ITRS/2011Chapters/2011RFAMS.pdf
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Figure 39: Predicted LNA Figure of Merit (source: ITRS)

Whilst overall significant FoM improvement is anticipated, it is likely that IIP3, largely limited by
supply voltage, may reduce. This is due to falling breakdown voltage with reduced CMOS node
size. The ITRS anticipates that digital calibration techniques may increasingly be used to maintain
a reasonable IIP3 level.

Analogue stage Noise Figures are considered likely to improve due to improvements in gain-
bandwidth. As well as improving the overall system Noise Figure, this may allow filter stages to
operate at lower voltages, closer to the thermal noise floor, reducing the limitations imposed by
lower supply voltages.

6.3.2 VCOs and inductor Q

The ITRS’s VCO figure of merit is also based on frequency of operation f0, bandwidth ∆f, phase
noise L{∆f}, and power consumption P, illustrated in Figure 40.

Equation 10
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Figure 40: Predicted VCO Figure of Merit (source: ITRS)

As phase noise is largely dependent on resonator Q, it is relevant to look also at the predicted Q of
embedded CMOS inductors. Due to the limitations of embedded resonators within a CMOS
design, a VCO operating at a frequency of around 5GHz is typically used to generate a local
oscillator. The VCO output frequency is then divided down to DTT frequencies.

Figure 41: Inductor Q factor (source: ITRS)

6.3.3 Analogue to digital convertor improvements

ISSCC records published ADC performance against a number of metrics including:

• power dissipate relative to the effective Nyquist sample rate (P/fsynq) and as a function of
SNDR efficiency, versus SNDR

• achieved bandwidth as a function of SNDR.
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A figure of merit for ADCs, based on the effective number of bits (ENOB), sampling frequency
fsample, and power consumption P, is:23

 =
2 


Equation 11

The trend in recent years shows that the ADC FoM improves by approximately a factor of 2 every
three years. This is important as it allows, over time, more filtering and other signal processing
and filtering to be implemented digitally at relatively low cost.

Figure 42: Predicted ADC Figure of Merit (source: ITRS)

By understanding how the ADC’s FOM is likely to improve with time it is possible to gain an
understanding of when full band capture direct sampling of the RF signal could potentially be
implemented. It is conceivable that by 2022 a direct sampling sample DTT tuner could be built
although power consumption would be likely to be excessive.

Whilst it appears impractical for full Nyquist bandwidth sampling of the received spectrum to be
achieved in a 5-10 year timescale, it is already possible with today’s technology for a tuner to
sample multiple DTT channels. This does allow some filtering and signal processing to be
implemented digitally. Extending the sampled bandwidth further using the forecast 3 to 5 times
improvement in ADC FoM, potentially combined with increases in ENOB achieved through using
greater silicon area, could provide practical ways to achieve a multi-channel DTT tuner in this
timescale.

6.3.4 DTT ADC implementation

The industry standard approach, used over the last 10 to 15 years, has been to connect the tuner
through an analogue interface to a 10 bit ADC located in a separate demodulator IC, sampling at a
few tens of MHz. The dynamic range achievable with this approach is significantly less than that
required in other modern consumer radio standards such as Wi-Fi or LTE, where up to 40MHz
bandwidth needs to be sampled with sufficient resolution.

23 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, 2007 Edition System Drivers,
http://www.itrs.net/Links/2007ITRS/2007_Chapters/2007_SystemDrivers.pdf [3rd September 2009]
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Modern standalone silicon tuners sometimes digitise the signal using an IQ receiver topology for
digital processing prior to converting it back to analogue (in some applications) for interfacing to an
external demodulator.24

Further TV chipset integration may allow a move from an external interface to an ADC with
relatively poor dynamic range to incorporating internal ADCs with significantly greater dynamic
range within a single digital tuner device. Evidence of this is seen in Broadcom’s BCM3461
integrated DVB-T/T2/C demodulator tuner using a dual 13bit sigma delta ADC. This has been
developed using 40nm CMOS.25

6.3.5 Design and development costs

With a reduction in the semiconductor node size, IC mask costs and non-recurring engineering
(NRE) costs have increased radically as shown in the figure below. As a result, in order to justify
undertaking a design, the number of units of the IC which need to be sold has increased. This
number has been estimated to be in the region of 50 million units for complex system on chip
designs in the smaller geometries costing around $5, so to justify the development, assuming a
design has a competitive life of two years and there are four major competitors in the market, a
total market size of at least 100 million units per year is required.26,27

Figure 43: NRE and mask costs versus CMOS nodes (adapted from Kumar, Rakesh, “Fabless
Semiconductor Implementation” The McGraw-Hill Companies, 2008)

With the total worldwide TV market at around 120million units per annum, volumes are significantly
smaller than the highest volume markets such as smart phones. Currently TV tuners are typically
stand alone devices rather than incorporated in complex SoCs. They are therefore much simpler
to design. A total NRE of $5M to $10 million is estimated for the development of a new tuner
device. Assuming a design life of 2 years, 4 suppliers and an average of 1.5 tuners per device (to
allow for multi-tuner devices) an amortized development cost per tuner sold is somewhere in the
region of $0.05 to $0.11.

24 For an example from SiLabs, see
http://www.silabs.com/Support%20Documents/TechnicalDocs/Si2177-short.pdf
25 http://www.broadcom.com/products/Cable/Cable-Set-Top-Box-Solutions/BCM3461
26 Kumar, Rakesh, “Fabless Semiconductor Implementation” The McGraw-Hill Companies 2008
27 Chang, Morris, “Foundry Future: Challenges in the 21st Century” TSMC, ISSCC 2007
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Estimating the development cost in a different way, a typical established semiconductor vendor
typically spends around 40% of their revenue on IC fabrication, achieving a gross margin of
around 60%; and 15% to 20% on research and development. This suggests up to $0.10 of the
$0.50 tuner price can be attributed to research and development costs.
The relatively low volumes and low complexity helps explain why tuner geometries lag a little
behind those used in the mobile market, why tuner manufacturers are so keen to implement world
wide receivers and why integration of the tuner with the modulator or even main SoC may become
popular.

6.4 Summary

The market for DTT receivers is maturing, with volumes falling. Entry level products such as USB
tuners now sell for as little as £6 at retail. This causes strong pricing pressure on silicon
manufacturers which, combined with consolidation and savings achieved in the move to silicon
tuners, has seen the ASP of a DTT tuner fall below $0.50. Actual tuner volumes are increasing
due to more dual tuner devices. This just offsets the rapid fall in cost, meaning that total value is
expected to grow slowly

Moore’s law is expected to continue to drive semiconductor process miniaturisation over the next
5-10 years and is very likely to lead to improvements in many aspects of performance, such as
ADC dynamic range or bandwidth – but not necessarily in all areas, with high power handling
(IIP3) and other functions closely related to the voltage supply potentially suffering reduction in
performance.

Cost continues to drive technical developments, with a current trend to increase the level of
integration of the device by avoiding the need for external components such as the balun, and in
the near future potentially by incorporating the reference (crystal) oscillator. Low cost approaches
to implementing multi-tuner devices are expected to be a strong driver. A direct sampling, full
band capture architecture could in principle achieve this but is anticipated to be prohibited by
inadequate ADC performance for the next ten years or so.

R&D cost for new silicon devices has increased very rapidly with the move to the most advanced
process nodes. This means that although newer devices use less silicon so can have lower unit
cost of manufacture, fixed costs in engineering and mask fabrication are rapidly growing.
Currently the research and development costs are estimated at between $0.05 and $0.10 per
tuner. These high costs have helped lead to devices supporting multiple standards. With an
estimated worldwide market of 120 million units, the TV market now may only be large enough for
two to four competitors to survive given a typical product life of 2 years, and this may drive further
market consolidation in future.
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7 TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS TO IMPROVE ACS TO AT LEAST 80DB

This chapter investigates technology approaches to help provide a progressive improvement to
meet an 80dB ACS requirement.

7.1 ACS improvements required

From the results presented in section 5, the improvement in ACS required to meet an 80dB target,
compared to today’s best-in-class receivers, with a DVB-T2 wanted signal, is estimated below.

Adjacent
channel (n±1)

Alternate channel
n±2 and above

Interferers with relatively stationary
spectrum (Weightless BS signal, 5MHz
bandwidth, 3.5ms burst every 10ms)

20dB 5dB

Interferers with stationary spectrum at
high power (-5dBm) (Weightless signal
as above)

20dB 8dB

Bursty high crest factor interferer (-
15dBm WiMAX, 5MHz bandwidth,
50kb/s IP traffic)

22dB 13dB

Table 8: Required ACS improvement to meet an 80dB target with a DVB-T2 wanted signal

As noted in section 5, DVB-T2 may offer greater resilience, in particular to bursty interferers, due
to its greater interleaving depth and more advanced FEC.

From the discussion in section 4, it can be seen that:
• AGC performance is an issue with bursty interferers such as LTE UEs
• Linearity may be particular issue for n±1 interferers, less so for greater separations
• RF filter rejection is likely to provide minimal protection against adjacent channel (n±1)

interferers, but can offer significant improvements to ACS and power handling for
interferers in the alternate (n±2) channel and above

• Analogue filter rejection is also likely to provide limited benefit against (n±1) interferers,
but can offer significant protection at greater separations

• Phase noise may be an issue for n±1 interferers, but is unlikely to be an issue at the
alternate (n±2) channel and above.

From the discussion in chapter 6 it is clear that there will be strong price pressure to implement
any solution in a very high density CMOS process. Aside from increasing mask costs, scaling a
digital circuit with CMOS node is relatively simple: no significant redesign is needed and therefore
this is relatively low cost. This is not the case for an analogue circuit which typically does not scale
and may therefore need to be redesigned. Techniques which move analogue functions into the
digital domain and so can scale with the CMOS node will be attractive.

Over time this CMOS process migration is likely to allow:
• Continued reduction in component cost
• Greater ADC resolution and sampling rate – opening up the possibility of more digital

filtering and signal processing
• Limited improvements in phase noise
• Lower noise figures but similar or poorer intercept points, so large signal handling can be

expected to remain an issue.

7.2 Circuit techniques suitable for implementation in CMOS

From a review of the literature a number of circuit technique to assist with meeting an 80dB ACS,
suitable for implementation in very high density CMOS are presented. All the techniques can work
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over a range of frequencies allowing them to be used to combat both White Space and 700MHz
LTE UE interference.

7.2.1 Global AGC scheme for protection against strong blockers

Traditionally AGC systems maintain as high as possible SNR of the wanted signal at the ADC.
This relies on RF rectifiers sensing the power levels at various stages through the receiver to avoid
compression. RF rectifiers with wide dynamic range are difficult to implement in CMOS. An
alternative approach is to set the AGC level so that just sufficient ADC dynamic range is used for
the wanted signal, leaving as much as possible reserved for blockers, whether they are present or
not.28

This approach could significantly assist with pulsed interference, a current bottleneck in selectivity
performance. However it remains to be seen if the receiver, typically operating at lower SNRs, is
more susceptible to co-channel interference and impulse noise. Possibly with the move from
DVB-T to T2 bringing additional impulse noise protection this may become less of an issue.

7.2.2 Nonlinear distortion compensation

As the inter-modulation distortion mechanism in the receiver is known, at least qualitatively, it is
possible to generate a digital replica of the distortion and use it to null out the receiver’s nonlinear
distortion improving the linearity of the receiver, building on techniques already in use for
improving power amplifier linearity. An example for how this could be used to address third-order
distortion is shown in Figure 44. Amplifier distortion is a significant limitation to adjacent channel
selectivity. By reducing the level of the third-order intermodulation product IMD3, n±1 ACS will
improve.

In principle multiple branches such as this could be used to null out other distortion products. In
each case a wider bandwidth ADC would be required able to sample all channels that the
interferer could occupy. A number of patents have been published in this area.29

Figure 44: Digital cubic nonlinear distortion compensation

28 Lerstaveesin, Supisa et al, “A 48-860MHz CMOS Low IF Direct Conversion DTV Tuner,” IEEE
Journal of Solid State Circuits, Vol 43, No 9, September 2008
29 For example see Tsukamoto, Satoshi et al; “Nonlinear distortion compensating receiver and
nonlinear distortion compensation method”, 12th April 2012, US patent application 20120086504
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The technique does require the full interferer to be sampled. Using conventional receiver
techniques this signal would be at least partially filtered. It is possible to use an alternative
approach where an analogue cubic replica is generated and combined, which has been claimed30

to improve the IIP3 of a receiver from -7 to +5dBm whilst maintaining a system noise figure of
5.5dB.

Figure 45: Digitally enhanced alternate path linearization

7.2.3 Interference cancelling techniques

Feed forward blocker cancellation using a receiver cancellation loop is shown in Figure 46. This
type of method aims prevent high power blockers from being presented to downstream
components such as the mixer, reducing the dynamic range required in subsequent stages.

Using a zero IF approach, a down converted replica of the received signal is high pass filtered at
baseband removing the wanted signal but leaving the blocker. By doing the filtering at baseband,
rather than at RF, sharp and accurately defined filters can be implemented. The blocker is then
up-converted back to the receive frequency and subtracted from the direct path, reducing the
overall amplitude of the blocker.

It has been suggested that this technique could replace SAW filters in a GSM receiver.31

However, for this application this technique would have several problems. Nonlinearity in the LNA
or mixers would cause spectral re-growth that may not be cancelled by the feed forward
architecture, and LO phase noise requirements are stringent. Furthermore, as it is necessary in
this case to cancel a broadband interferer, the gain and phase of the cancellation loop must be
precisely matched over a significantly wider bandwidth than would be required for GSM. Thus
further development would be likely to be required for this to be applied to DTT.

30 Keeher, Edward, Chapter 11 “Digitally Enhanced Alternate Path linearization of RF Receivers”
of Hueber and Staszewski “Multi-Mode/Multi-Band RF Transceivers for Wireless communications”
Wiley, 2011
31 Hooman Darabi, “A Blocker Filtering Technique for Wireless receivers”, Broadcom Corporation,
ISSCC 2007
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Figure 46: Blocker cancellation using feed-forward techniques

7.2.4 Discrete-time techniques

There are two classes of analogue filters, traditional continuous-time filters, and discrete-time
filters typically implemented using switched capacitors. Continuous-time filters rely on precise
absolute values of capacitance to set their corner frequency. This is difficult to control precisely in
an IC, limiting the accuracy of analogue filtering that can be applied.

Switched capacitor discrete-time filters use ratios of capacitance. These are more controllable in a
CMOS process and can take advantage of CMOS scaling. The implementation of these filters
relies on good high frequency MOS switches. CMOS scaling typically reduces switch resistance,
improving performance, although it may also bring issues with high power handling due to voltage
reductions. Unlike continuous-time filters, switched capacitor filters are susceptible to aliasing.

Discrete-time techniques applicable to DTT receivers include direct sampling mixers, which down-
convert a continuous RF signal to bandlimited samples of charge, held on capacitors.32

32 R.B. Staszewski., Digital RF Processor (DRPTM) from “Wireless Technologies, Circuits,
Systems and Devices” edited by K Iniewski, CRC Press, 2008
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Figure 47: Sampling mixer

By integrating, over time, the charge on each Cs a processing signal gain and a simple FIR filter
response can be obtained. An example possible filter response is shown below.

Figure 48: Transfer function of the sampling mixer

These relatively low order FIR filters have strong notch filter rejection characteristics but relatively
poor broadband rejection. Similar switched capacitor techniques can also be used to decimate
(resample) the signal and apply sharper IIR filters, improving the filter’s overall response. When
used with an ADC with sufficient dynamic range, this approach is understood to have been used in
commercial GSM receivers passing, with some margin, the harsh GSM 3MHz offset blocking tests.

7.2.5 M-phase filters

Switched capacitor filters, alias in a similar way to an ADC. The bandwidth of the first response is
limited by the Nyquist rate at 1/2Fs, illustrated in Figure 49. Multiple alias responses are produced
at nFs.
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If instead N replicas of the of the same filter are implemented, each turning on at 1/Nth of the clock
cycle in a periodic manner as indicated in Figure 50, it can be shown that the Nyquist limit is
extended by N. It is also possible to select which replica of the filter response is used, allowing
band-pass, rather than low-pass, filters to be synthesised. The centre frequency of these filters is
typically at Fs. This class of filters is known as M-phase filters.33

Figure 49: Aliasing with single switched capacitor filter

Figure 50: Wider bandwidth filter centred around Fs

Using this technique, high Q band-pass filters can be synthesised with the closest folded
frequency component at the (M-1)th harmonic of the clock frequency. They are seen as highly
suitable for wideband devices such as TV receivers.

33 Darabi, Hooman, and Mirzaei, Ahmad, “Integration of Passive RF Front End Components in
SoCs,” Cambridge University Press, 2013
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7.2.6 Calibration requirements

Low IF receivers, Zero IF receivers and many of the more advanced techniques presented above
rely on phase domain cancellation techniques to remove images and interferers. This contrasts
with traditional super-heterodyne receivers which use frequency-domain filtering to remove images
and interferers.

With these more modern techniques, for good RF performance, extremely well-matched circuits
are required with consistent DC balance, gain and phase performance between the in-phase and
quadrature (IQ) branches. Whilst some elements within a CMOS design can be extremely well
matched, extensive digital calibration techniques using a multitude of DACs and ADCs embedded
in the design are used to optimise performance allowing very good image rejection to be achieved.
The use of these techniques is anticipated to increase and improve over time.

7.3 Other approaches

A number of filtering approaches to assist with meeting or in some cases exceeding an 80dB ACS
are discussed below. In most cases these work at a specific frequency making them potentially
suitable for mitigation of 700MHz LTE UE interference from outside the band, but not for White
Space or other interferers within the future TV band.

In discussions with receiver manufacturers, the multi-standard (cable, satellite, digital and
analogue DTT) approach to modern TV implementation was emphasised by several interviewees.
Many of these standards use frequency allocations extending beyond 700MHz. This means any
filters used need to either be an optional fit during manufacture, or electronically switched out
when not required.

7.3.1 SAW and BAW filters

SAW and BAW filters are extensively used in cellular band filters and duplexers. These devices
work over a fixed frequency range, typically with a fractional bandwidth (bandwidth of a device
divided by its centre frequency) of less than 10%, and achieve a sharp filter cut off. A typical
cellular handset 800MHz duplexer using temperature compensated SAW (for a stable response
over temperature) such as the Triquint 85697934, has a 2.5dB insertion loss in its pass bands and
achieves around 45dB of attenuation 11MHz away.

DTT receivers need a much wider fractional bandwidth, around 40%, making it more difficult to
achieve sharp cut offs. Specific notches can be used to obtain sharper cut offs. Epcos
manufactures a range of mobile TV filters35 covering the 470 to 770MHz band with a specific notch
with 45dB of attenuation around 60MHz above the pass band, to remove cellular interference.

7.3.1.i Reconfigurable filters

SAW and BAW filters typically are implemented using a ladder network of resonators. Techniques
to modify the frequency response of the filter by switching in and out resonators using GaAs
switches have been investigated. In one example the centre frequency of a SAW filter with
approximately 3% fractional bandwidth was moved from 696MHz to 718MHz.36 It was found the
switch and associate bond wires caused significant spurious responses.

Whilst it can be seen that the resonators in a SAW filters could be reconfigured to cover a small
number of channels, significant advances would be required before they could be used to cover

34 See http://www.triquint.com/products/p/856979
35 For example http://www.epcos.com/inf/40/ds/mc/B8742.pdf
36 Lu, Xiaoming et al, “Reconfigurable Multiband SAW filters for LTE applications”, 2013 IEEE
Topical Conference on Power Amplifiers for Wireless and Radio Applications (PAWR)
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the full DTT band. The requirement to implement duplexers and filters for multiple cellular bands
in a single handset may drive innovation in this area.

7.3.1.ii Switchable filters

Using an RF switch to switch between a range of filters, illustrated in Figure 51, is feasible in
today’s technology, and is widely used in cellular handsets. Suitable multi-throw switches are
available with losses of less than 1dB for a SP6T switch.

Figure 51: Switched filter bank

For best performance, ideally there would be one filter per channel. However the total cost would
grow with the number of filters required and quickly becomes prohibitive: if there was one filter per
channel, 28 would be required to cover the likely post-700MHz DTT band. Alternatively, to combat
700MHz cellular interference, a narrowband filter providing sharp attenuation of the lower portion
of the 700MHz cellular band could be used when the receiver is tuned to one (or possibly two) of
the highest frequency DTT channels, with a broader filter used to cover the other channels. For
applications that do not require a filter, a bypass route could also be provided. This could allow a
design to be implemented using one or two multi-throw switches, plus two or three filters, that
would be highly effective against 700MHz cellular interference.

7.3.2 Other filter technologies

Other filter technologies such as cavity filters can be used to obtain sharper cut-off characteristics
and/or lower insertion loss than that achievable with SAW technology. These could provide some
attenuation at the immediate adjacent (n±1) channel, for a specific channel such as the top DTT
channel, but are generally more costly than SAW filters, and may need to be quite large.

7.4 Possible 80dB ACS solutions

7.4.1 Alternate channel (n±2)

Compared to the best tuners available today, approximately 5 dB of ACS improvement with a
stationary interferer, and 18dB with a bursty interferer, are required to meet an 80dB ACS target
with an interferer up to 5MHz occupied bandwidth, with a crest factor of less than 8dB, and with at
least 8MHz frequency separation between the channel edges of the wanted and interferer signal.

With suitable motivation, is anticipated to be feasible to make this improvement within the next
couple of silicon development cycles, i.e. in around three years, through advances in CMOS and
utilisation of modern circuit techniques in a low cost bulk CMOS process. For example, improved
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integrated filtering techniques and a wider dynamic range ADC could be utilised to help achieve
this.

Significant improvements are needed for the burst interference. As this is relatively new type of
interferer, it is considered likely that the required improvements can be made in AGC performance
through the use of more refined AGC algorithms if this can be combined with a migration to DVB-
T2 signals to provide better transient handling.

Conversely, the very limited interleaving in DVB-T makes the signal susceptible to impulse noise –
which would include transient effects associated with burst interferers. This susceptibility makes it
much more difficult to achieve 80dB ACS with DVB-T under bursty interference than would be
expected to be the case with DVB-T2.

Factors such as the interferer’s crest factor and bandwidth are likely to play an important part in
the achievable ACS. The crest factor of the interferer raises the receiver dynamic range required
and induces additional inter-modulation. If the bandwidth of the interferer is significantly wider
than the DTT 8MHz channel or guard band bandwidth, third order inter-modulation products will
fall within the alternate channel, degrading the achievable ACS. For interferers with 5MHz to
10MHz bandwidth, it may be necessary to reduce the target for ACS in the immediate adjacent
and alternate channels by at least 5dB. An example of this is shown in Figure 52 with 5 and
10MHz LTE interferers being passed through a simulated amplifier, causing 7dB selectivity
degradation in the alternate channel (-20 to -28MHz). See section 12 for more details.

Figure 52: Modelled amplifier output with -23dBm LTE input
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Due principally to device linearity and limited supply voltage achieving an ACS beyond 80dB in a
low cost CMOS process is considered likely to be very technically challenging.

7.4.2 Immediate adjacent channel (n±1)

Compared to the best tuners available today, about 20dB of ACS improvement with a stationary
interferer and 22dB with a bursty interferer would be required to meet an 80dB ACS target. In both
cases, the interferer has 5MHz occupied bandwidth. Spectral re-growth is a particular problem
with third order inter-modulation products falling in the adjacent channel. With reducing supply
voltages in higher density CMOS, the IP3 obtainable may fall. However techniques are being
developed for handling inter-modulation products. Examples of these are discussed in section
7.2.2 with a 12dB improvement in power handling cited.

Nevertheless, due to the magnitude of improvement over current best-in-class devices that would
be needed, an 80dB ACS is not thought to be achievable within a low cost CMOS process within
the next 5-10 years. Over the next 5 years, given suitable motivation, an improvement to around a
70dB ACS for the first adjacent is anticipated to be achievable for both stationary and bursty
interferers with up to 5MHz occupied bandwidth. This may be achieved through a combination of:

• interference cancelation techniques such as those discussed in section 7.2.3
• increased use of digital calibration techniques, as forecast by the ITRS – see section

6.3.1
• adoption of new techniques developed for cellular CMOS power amplifiers that need to

handle +23dBm.

However, there is concern that for wider bandwidth interferers, even a 12dB improvement in power
handling may be insufficient to keep spectral re-growth at the front end low enough. Thus for
interferers with 5MHz to 10MHz bandwidth, it may be necessary to reduce the target for ACS in
the immediate adjacent and alternate channels by at least 5dB.

7.4.3 Other considerations

Cavity, or other fixed frequency filter technologies could be used to help obtain a better than 80dB
ACS at a specific frequency. It also would increase the large signal handling capability. However
this may be of limited practical benefit with either of the interferer classes primarily considered in
this study. White space interference may be on any frequency, so cannot benefit from fixed filters.
A 9MHz guard band is planned for 700MHz LTE UE interference making adjacent (N+1) channel
performance unimportant (unless the guard band is to be reused for other services such as
SRDs). The maximum power level (+23dBm) of 700MHz LTE UE signals appears already to be
well handled by current best-in-class tuners once reasonable worst case coupling losses are taken
into account.

7.5 Summary

Improvements in selectivity would need to be implemented to develop current DTT tuner devices
to achieve 80dB ACS.

Several techniques could be used in a tuner to improve the AGC, cancel at least some nonlinear
distortion products, or use sampling or other discrete time methods to provide greater dynamic
range or interferer attenuation. In combination with the expected performance improvements due
to silicon process enhancement described in section 6, options such as these could potentially be
implemented in CMOS to increase selectivity.
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With both wanted and interferer signals being wideband, interference cancellation architectures
may need substantial further development, but could offer an additional approach to rejecting high
power interference.

To improve tuner ACS to 80dB at the adjacent (n±1) channel will be difficult, especially if only the
simpler, low-cost or evolutionary technology options are available, and 70dB ACS may be a more
realistic target here for 5MHz bandwidth interferers, or less for wider bandwidth interferers (ACS
targets may need to be reduced by at least 5dB for interferers of 5MHz to 10MHz bandwidth). A
9MHz guard band would avoid n±1 channel ACS being an issue for compatibility between DTT
and 700MHz mobile services, although it would remain important for compatibility with WSDs.

At the alternate (n±2) and higher channel separations, 80dB ACS should be much more
achievable in a DTT tuner, with improvements as low as 5dB required in the case of stationary
interferers of 5MHz or lower bandwidth. This level of improvement could be achieved using a
range of options such as those discussed here, from fixed filters to novel architectures.

Handling bursty interferers may be more challenging, with 15-18dB improvement needed at the
alternate channel. The industry is already aware of this issue and is understood to be taking steps
to make improvements, though whether this will go far enough is not yet clear. As well as
improving the test regime, it is possible that this may require a migration towards DVB-T2, at least
for the DTT channels closest to potential mobile interferers, to take advantage of its improved
handling of transient interference.

If the ACS problem is not solved, or only partially solved, through improvements in the tuner, filters
provide several options to address the problem. Low-cost SAW filters could be used to achieve
80dB ACS at the alternate channel at a fixed frequency. Cavity filters can also provide rapid cut-
off to help achieve 80dB ACS at the immediate adjacent channel at a fixed frequency,

Reconfigurable/tuneable filters are not currently thought to be suitable for this application due to
issues of implementation losses and spurious responses. However, a bank of fixed frequency
filters selected using a multi-pole switch is a technically viable option already proven in the mobile
industry, and the main benefit this could offer over fixed filters is the potential for different filters to
be selected to optimise the rejection of interferers in different conditions.
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8 COSTS, IMPACTS AND POTENTIAL TRADEOFFS

TTP has assessed how the main technology options discussed above may have an impact on
DTT receiver cost and other important impacts such as power consumption, both at present and
over the foreseeable future, based on knowledge and experience of high volume semiconductors
and manufacturing processes, and input from relevant vendors and manufacturers.

8.1 Status today

8.1.1 Cost

Semiconductor cost. An integrated CMOS TV tuner with class-leading performance today costs
approximately $0.50 in volume. This compares with a cost of approximately $1.00 at the time of
our 2009 study.37 The market has consolidated to a small number of suppliers.

Product cost. One tuner design supports many different standards, including cable and satellite
TV as well as DTT; indeed, high-volume manufacturers, driven by the commoditisation of the
market, are moving towards hardware for set-top-boxes and TVs that support all major global
broadcast platforms with a single design. An important aspect of cost is that this global support is
achieved without the need for additional components, apart from an external crystal oscillator,
which is required in all cases. There is thus no current significant DTT-specific component of
product cost.

8.1.2 Performance

Selectivity. As noted in section 5.2.2, ACS of the best 5% of products, measured close to the
receiver sensitivity threshold with a relatively benign interferer (a Weightless WSD with 5MHz -3dB
bandwidth), is currently approximately:

• Adjacent channel: 60 dB
• Alternate and subsequent channels: >75 dB

High power handling. Performance degrades rapidly with interferer powers above 0dBm. This is
not believed to be an issue for LTE UE interference due to the -12dBm worst-case power estimate
(section 3.3.4.i) or for WSDs at similar power levels.

Burst interferer handling. Burst radio interferer handling is a new consideration in TV product
design. TV products are not currently tested to an industry standard specification that effectively
measures resilience to pulsed interferers like LTE UEs or WSDs. DTT receiver performance in
this respect is very variable with the best product’s ACS under burst interference (-15dBm, 5MHz
wide WIMAX interferer configured to send TCP-IP traffic at 50kb/s) being around 2 to 8dB worse
than the best performance measured under stationary interference. Current worst case
performance is very poor with some receivers having a protection ratio of as little as 2dB.

Power consumption. A typical TV tuner consumes approximately 330mW in active operation.
This includes the power consumption of the front-end amplifier, mixer and ADC.

8.2 Potential future development – business as usual

This section considers how the market is likely to continue to develop in the absence of
interventions.

37 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/technology-research/receiver.pdf
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8.2.1 Cost

Product cost. Sharp product cost reductions have been seen and are expected to continue, with
little overall volume growth in the sector.

Semiconductor cost.. Semiconductor vendors can be expected to continue to move to more
dense silicon processes, reducing the size of key (mainly digital) components in the tuner, for
example the ADC. Because silicon cost is strongly linked to the area of silicon wafer used in each
IC, this allows the IC cost to be reduced while maintaining margin. However, development costs,
are rising sharply as processes advance, making each new generation of IC more expensive to
design. Over the next 10 years, further market consolidation is likely as a consequence of these
trends in cost combined with declining volumes.

It is likely that within 2-3 years:

• Various hybrid approaches will be used to lower the incremental cost of decoding multiple
OFDM multiplexes within a product as compared to needing to fit two standalone tuners.
However true full band capture DTT products will not be developed within this timescale.

• One or more vendors may replace the crystal MEMS oscillator with a silicon oscillator
integrated into the tuner. This has the potential to remove the cost of the crystal, around
$0.06 at current prices, but is most likely to take place as vendors seek to maintain the
tuner price at around $0.50 to defend margins.

8.2.2 Performance

Successive generations of tuner can be expected to be introduced by vendors every 1-2 years to
take advantage of advances in silicon process to maintain market competitive prices. Market
consolidation and minimal sales growth obtainable from technological innovation may slow this
cycle.

To some extent, the current poor burst interferer handling performance today is a consequence of
this having not been a problem until now. Several tier 1 vendors have indicated to TTP their
intention to improve this, though vendors at the bottom of the market can be expected to ignore
this aspect of performance for as long as they can, potentially for the next 5 years. Improved
performance is likely to be achieved through more refined AGC algorithms implementable in
advanced CMOS with significant use of digital control and calibration techniques.

Current tier 1 semiconductor and product vendors are likely to maintain product performance in
traditional areas at current or slightly improved levels. Assuming it can be done at low incremental
cost, performance in newer areas such as immunity to burst interference will be improved to allow,
in the vast majority of cases, a satisfactory viewing experience as more mobile frequency bands
adjacent to DTT are introduced around the world, especially as 700MHz becomes more common.

Tier 2 suppliers can be expected to follow this trend, though possibly several years behind. A
small number of silicon tuner manufacturers supply tuners across the full industry range with
performance requirements dictated by the tier 1 product vendors. As silicon tuners have much
more consistent unit to unit performance than canned tuners they will allow, in principle, consistent
and reasonably good performance across a range of products. With margins stretched, and
products needing to support a wide range of additional new features such as Wi-Fi, it is likely that
limited budgets will be allocated to DTT product development with very low priority given to radio
performance.

To get good product performance (as opposed to stand alone tuner performance) good product
design is needed. Corners may be cut by tier 2 manufacturers with parts selection driven by cost,
and little time spent integrating the various components together. Very limited testing may take
place with few resources applied to identifying and rectifying any issues that are not immediately
obvious.
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This is likely to cause significant selectivity performance anomalies as several of the new features
added to the product design may impact radio performance unless significant skilled design effort
is applied.

Currently, industry standard test regimes mandate a performance level significantly below what is
obtained in a state of the art commercial design. This leads in practice to a wide range of product
performance levels being measured. Unless appropriate steps are taken, this is likely to continue
and therefore these standards will not act as an effective safeguard to limit products with
ineffective selectivity reaching the market.

For some of the lowest cost receivers, especially adaptor and accessory products that retail at less
than £20, industry standard test regimes such as DTG conformance testing needed to obtain the
Freeview logo, are not undertaken. This leads to products entering the market which fall below the
minimum expected standards.

8.3 Potential future development – with intervention

This section considers how the market may be expected to evolve under a market intervention.
The interventions themselves are considered in the next section.

8.3.1 Cost

Product cost. There is little scope for the cost of TVs and STBs to be increased as a
consequence of the market dynamics. While there is growth in some premium segments – notably
smart TVs, as discussed earlier in this report – there is tough consolidation in most segments of
the market and many product manufacturers report losses in these lines. The introduction of new
features such as 3D and the recently introduced ultra high resolution 4K technology only allow
product prices to be increased for a relatively short time before becoming commoditised. For
example, retailer John Lewis has suggested that within just twelve months there will be no
premium chargeable for the recently introduced 4K TV technology.38

It can therefore be expected that the ecosystem will strongly oppose any intervention that
increases cost, whether of the manufactured product or in the development and test phases.

As noted above, radio performance is not something that receives customer attention; consumers
would reasonably expect a DTT receiver to “just work”. It is therefore difficult to see how end
product cost increases could be passed on to consumers in a palatable way.

Semiconductor cost. Semiconductors are traditionally a high margin business with regular
development cycles used to drive cost reduction and therefore maintain margin over time. There
may be some scope for performance improvements to be incorporated over successive
generations.

There may be potential for an increase in tuner price if the minimum performance level is
increased, for example, in European harmonised standards. A regulatory change could indeed
provide semiconductor vendors with an opportunity to request a price increase and possibly slow
the recent relentless downward pressure on tuner cost.

At best, any increase in semiconductor cost would have to be small, and it is likely to be very much
more palatable for the industry if performance improvements can be achieved without increasing
semiconductor cost at all. As noted above, the possible incorporation of the oscillator into the
tuner may well take place without increasing the tuner price – even though there could be a saving
of perhaps $0.06 to the product manufacturer from removal of the crystal.

38 http://www.trustedreviews.com/news/price-of-4k-tvs-to-halve-within-a-year-retailer-claims
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A best way forward would therefore be one where performance improvements are relatively small
(of the order of a few dB), can be incorporated through the normal development cycle, without
requiring fundamental changes to the product architecture or technology, and thus do not
significantly increase cost at least for vendors with already reasonably good device performance.

8.3.2 Performance and cost – “raising the bar” scenario

The most obvious opportunity is to raise performance requirements to the level of current best-in-
class products. From information available to TTP, the higher performing tuner devices do not
currently attract a premium and therefore should not raise the product cost. In this scenario,
poorer performing products would be removed or restricted by interventions, but product cost
would not necessarily increase at all. New devices on the market would have substantially the
same performance as the current best-in-class.

8.3.3 Performance and cost – iterative improvement scenario

This study has indicated that there is some scope for performance to be improved beyond current
best-in-class products within the foreseeable CMOS roadmap. Significant changes to the tuner
architecture may be required. Section 7.4 identified that an 80dB ACS could be achieved for
alternative and greater channels for both stationary and burst interferers, assuming an interferer
up to 5MHz wide with a crest factor of less than 8dB. A 70dB n±1 adjacent channel ACS is
believed to be achievable for the same classes of interferer.

These types of iterative improvements, if implemented at the same time as moving to a new
process, may be achievable without a drastic cost increase. The additional development costs
related to improving the ACS are estimated to be between $1 and $2 million (the underlying
development costs have been estimated to be between $5 and $10 million, see section 6.3.5) or
around 20% of the development budget.

With some additional silicon area, a total cost increase in the region of 20% is estimated. This
adds around $0.10 to the cost of tuner, with currently an ASP of around $0.50. The split between
development cost and silicon area will vary. For example a vendor may choose to spend more on
development and achieve a design which can be fitted into less silicon area.

While some leading vendors have indicated plans to improve handling of burst interferers, it may
take an improvement in the European harmonised standards to encourage all vendors to adopt
this improvement.

8.3.4 Performance and cost – more substantial changes

Based on the information gathered in this study, it is considered unlikely that more substantial
improvements in performance can be made without introducing new technologies, and
substantially increasing cost. The table below highlights the main options considered, their effect
on performance for in-band (IB) and out-of-band (OOB) interferers at adjacent and alternate
channels, and an estimate of cost impact.
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Option Trade-offs Adjacent Alternate & higher Additional cost
estimate assuming
substantial volumes
(1M+)

Fixed band filter –
e.g. SAW
implemented in the
product

~ 2 to 4dB
sensitivity
loss

limited
effect

10-44dB improvement
to both ACS and high
power handling
OOB only

$0.20

External fixed band
filter – cavity

<2dB
sensitivity
loss

some
effect

>20dB improvement
possible to both ACS
and power handling
OOB only

~$10

External fixed band
filter – SAW

~4dB
sensitivity
loss

some
effect

20-30dB
improvement possible
to both ACS and
power handling
OOB only

~$2-3

Multiple switched
fixed filters
implemented in the
product

~3-5dB
sensitivity
loss

some
effect

10-20dB improvement
to both ACS and
power handling
OOB plus some IB
cases depending on
filter choice

$1.00+ (depends on
number of filters)

Table 9: Substantial change options

Note that the cavity filter insertion loss is less than that which may be obtained for 800MHz DTT
protection from LTE base stations due to the anticipated wider guard band, of 9MHz.

From comparison with pricing trends for similar components in other markets, future costs of the
fixed and switched fixed filters can be expected to reduce over time provided that substantial
volumes continue to be shipped.

Tuneable filters may be an option in the distant future. However these technologies are at an early
stage of development and insufficient information is available to estimate cost.

The most mature products (for example digitally-controlled capacitors) relate to antenna tuning for
mobile handsets, but with Q values well below 100 these are not thought to offer sufficient
performance to make a meaningful improvement in ACS or high power handling (this can be
compared with the requirements described in section 4.3.2). Nevertheless, several organisations
are known to be investing substantially in tuneable filter R&D, driven by very strong requirements
from the mobile market, so it is possible that products will be successfully brought to market in a 5-
10 year timescale.

8.4 Other potential tradeoffs

8.4.1 Interferer ACLR

As noted at the start of this report, it has been assumed for the purposes of this study that an
interferer’s out-of-band transmitter power leakage, determined by the combination of its transmit
power and ACLR, is negligible. In practice, there is little benefit from driving ACS to be
substantially better than ACLR.
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Figure 53: Degradation of PR due to combination of ACLR and ACS, assuming the wanted signal
is signifcantly above the sensitivity threshold

For example, if it were determined that interferer ACLR could be no better than 50dB at the
adjacent channel and 70dB at the alternate channel, based on 8MHz DTT channels, there would
be little benefit to increase ACS above 50dB and 70dB respectively.

8.4.2 Interferer power/bandwidth

Section 4.3.1.ii highlighted the importance of interferer bandwidth on spectral re-growth within a
DTT receiver. In practice, third order inter-modulation is a dominant factor on the selectivity
obtainable at the adjacent (n±1) channel, with fifth order inter-modulation contributing when high
ACS is targeted at the alternate (n±2) channel.

In the case of LTE at 700MHz, a 9MHz guard band is likely between the lower edge of the LTE
transmission and the upper edge of the topmost 8MHz DTT channel. Third-order and fifth-order
inter-modulation products of the 5MHz LTE signal, with an occupied bandwidth of 4.5MHz play no
effect on DTT selectivity. With 10MHz LTE signals, with a 9MHz occupied bandwidth, the fifth
order products fall into the highest frequency DTT channel.

8.4.3 White Space Devices and PMSE

The analysis in the previous sub-section is also broadly applicable to other types of interferer with
low crest factor and bandwidth much narrower than one 8MHz DTT channel. PMSE devices
typically occupy much less than 1MHz. The Weightless network designed for White Space M2M
also uses narrow bandwidths, with 128kHz uplink and 5MHz downlink bandwidth (measured at the
-3dB point) in a nominal 8MHz channel.39

For WSDs and PMSE that may fall within the DTT band or could potentially be used in the guard
band, restricting interferer bandwidth in this way may be an effective way to allow high ACS to be
achieved in the alternate channel – and potentially even the adjacent channel depending on the
specific frequency separation.

39 Weightless SIG: Weightless Core Specification v1.0. Note that TTP contributed to the
development of the Weightless specification.
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The measurements of a Weightless downlink shown in section 5.2 indicate that best-in-class DTT
receivers already exceed 70dB ACS in the alternate and higher channels, at +3dBm input power
and below, and are close to 80dB ACS in the alternate channel and above with interferers at -
10dBm input power.

Given that the more common interferer would be a WSD uplink, which in the Weightless system
would be much more narrowband than the signal used for the measurements in section 5.2, more
measurements need to be made before appropriate ACS values can be determined.

8.4.4 Improving DTT received power

Selectivity is most critical at the threshold of receiver sensitivity. The converse can also be
expected: if a stronger signal is received, the front end amplifier gain can be reduced, increasing
its linearity and generally improving its power handling, and interferer signals are relatively less
strong, requiring reduced ACS. This is also apparent from the graphs in section 5.2. A key
mitigation for selectivity problems would therefore be to improve the strength of the wanted signals
at the DTT receiver..

This could be achieved in many ways, of which the most effective may be to reinforcing the DTT
transmissions, for example by increasing DTT transmitter power slightly and/or by co-locating DTT
repeaters/transmitters with mobile base stations.

To improve coexistence with mobile services, it may only be important to make this power
increase in the DTT channel or channels closest to the new 700MHz band, although this would not
provide benefits against WSDs elsewhere in the band.

Any power increase would need to be done with international coordination and may come at
significant cost.

8.4.5 Use of DVB-T2 and enhanced FEC

In general, by migrating services from DVB-T to DVB-T2, greater protection levels can be
achieved at the same spectral efficiency, i.e. the same number of services broadcast with similar
audio and video quality. However it is recognised that broadcasters typically want to increase the
number of services carried or move to HD services with a broadly similar SNRmin.

Practically the use of simultaneous broadcast of both SD and HD services is very spectrally
inefficient but may need to be supported for at least some channels whilst there is a significant
population of SD only receivers. Ensuring that all receivers sold are HD capable will bring forward
the date where it is practical to consider migrating all services to HD only enhancing overall
spectral efficiency.

Under bursty interference such as that received from LTE UEs, in comparison to DVB-T, DVB-T2
would be expected to offer greater robustness to interference due to its greater interleaver depth
and more powerful FEC at the same SNRmin. As with a power increase, a change in modulation
to DVB-T2 in the channels closest to potential interferers such as 700MHz mobiles could be quite
straightforward to achieve, and may provide substantial practical benefits in bursty interferer
handling.

This would also potentially apply to WSD interferers if a large proportion of DTT channels migrate
to DVB-T2.

8.5 Other considerations

Both the approach taken to DTT receiver specification and the analysis undertaken in this study
are based around single interferer cases. In real reception conditions the receiver may be subject
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to multiple simultaneous interferers from a range of sources including other DTT multiplexes,
White Space signals, and cellular devices. This is likely to increase over time as spectrum use
increases.

Multiple interferers raise the possibility of further nonlinear effects not seen with a single interferer.
The most problematic of these is thought to be third order distortion within either the distribution
amplifier or the TV/STB amplifiers prior to significant filtering, from two or more signals, possibly
widely spaced in frequency. This could potentially occur even if each interferer individually falls
within the DTT PR range, if the result is that an inter-modulation product falls on a DTT channel
that is being received at low signal power, as illustrated in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Example of multiple interferers corrupting a DTT signal

With this scenario, single interferer specifications may be inappropriate and a new approach to
specification may be required, so further study of this scenario is recommended.

A similar problem is commonly encountered in the cable TV industry, where around 40 channels
can be simultaneously received at a similar power level. The cable industry has developed a
range of specifications and test approaches such as composite triple beat (CTO) and composite
second order (CSO) to deal with the situation. Elements of these approaches could possibly be
applied to DTT.

8.6 Summary

Without tightening standards, in a business as usual scenario it is likely that the current wide
diversity of products will continue. It is possible that some aspects of performance – potentially
ACS and/or high power handling – could even reduce as vendors make compromises to drive
down product cost.

Simply raising the bar of performance to the level of current best-in-class devices may bring
performance much closer to 80dB ACS at the alternate and higher channels. Through a light
intervention such as this it may also be possible to encourage vendors to address burst interferer
issues, something that industry commentators have highlighted is already being addressed. This
could allow performance of the population of receivers to be improved substantially, potentially
without cost increase.

Further improvement in performance, in particular to reach about 70dB ACS at the immediate
adjacent channels and 80dB ACS at the alternate and higher channels, including cases of bursty
and high-power interferers, may necessitate an increase in tuner cost, due to additional
development costs of between $1 and $2 million and additional silicon area. In total a 20% cost
increase compared to the current ASP of $0.50 or less is broadly estimated.

The effect on the performance range and price of DTT tuners is shown diagrammatically below for
both static (stationary) and burst interference for a range of scenarios described. A 5dB margin
has been allowed to account for the difference between typical and worst case production spreads
for both the raising the bar and iterative improvement scenarios. This margin is believed to be
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realistic for modern silicon based tuners incorporating automated calibration algorithms working
over minimal temperature ranges.

Type static burst static burst static burst
Scenario Business as usual Raising the bar Iterative

improvement
Tuner
price

No price increase No price increase 20% increase

Figure 55: ACS performance and tuner price increase under a range of scenarios

Due to strong price pressure, it is not anticipated that this cost can be passed through the supply
chain to the consumer and therefore would be most likely to be absorbed by the silicon tuner
supplier. As a result, it would be likely to be adopted by the market only under some kind of
incentive or regulatory pressure.

There are other potential tradeoffs. 80dB ACS would not be of great value unless other aspects of
performance, in particular interferer ACLR, are improved to the same or higher level. Constraining
interferer bandwidth (for example, to 5MHz) and power (for example to +23dBm or less) can
substantially reduce the potential for interference, especially at the alternate channel and above.
Switching the DTT multiplexes close to the band edge to DVB-T2 (which is expected to offer better
resilience to bursty interferers), increasing the DTT transmission power and/or FEC, could all also
be expected to reduce the likelihood of interference. Such constraints to the interferer and
changes to the DTT transmissions could be made without impacting the cost of receivers and
would be likely also to benefit compatibility with products already in the market.
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9 INCENTIVES OR REGULATION?

This report has indicated that there are many options to improve DTT receiver performance to a
level that would be expected to substantially reduce the potential for interference. These options
range from simply raising the bar of performance to match that achieved by current best-in-class
devices, as a way to achieve much of the benefit at minimal cost, through to technical changes
that could more than triple the cost of the tuner circuit in pursuit of enhanced performance.

To maintain perceived brand quality, tier one suppliers are likely to adapt their products’
performance to work well in the majority of anticipated spectrum conditions. However the previous
section has clearly set out why improvement is unlikely to happen for all products on the market,
unless it is implemented in European Harmonised standards.

This section explores both incentives and regulatory approaches that could potentially be
considered by Ofcom and the other spectrum authorities of EU Member States to address these
problems.

9.1 What’s needed?

Ideally, the issue of DTT receiver performance would be addressed through a relevant standard,
that is difficult for manufacturers to avoid and easy for consumers to recognise, backed by legal
force.

Whichever standard is used to drive this, the standard should represent the requirements for
operation in real spectrum conditions without being seen by the industry as being excessive. TTP
believes this requirement is likely to be met by receivers with similar or slightly better selectivity
compared to today’s best case commercial performance with relatively stationary interference and
much better performance with burst interference.

The precise selectivity limits required are outside the scope of this study. However it is noted that
the UK is an unusual market in that it has very high penetration of both mobile and DTT, and the
DTT network is planned for rooftop coverage. In some other European countries DTT coverage is
planned for indoor coverage so would have a higher signal strength, reducing the selectivity
requirements. Therefore it doesn't necessarily follow that global vendors would by default, to meet
general market needs, adapt their selectivity performance to what's needed for the UK DTT
platform.

The incentive/regulation process should be introduced according to a roadmap that is agreed
several years in advance, so that all semiconductor vendors and product manufacturers are able
to plan the programme and take steps to achieve the required performance at minimal cost.

9.2 Industry standards such as DTG/Freeview

Several stakeholders consulted during the study noted that component vendors and product
manufacturers targeting global markets will generally design to meet the most stringent
regulations. Provided that a market has significant value – and the UK is a substantial DTT market
– this means that even one medium-sized country has the possibility of lifting standards globally.

In this scenario, the DTG’s D-Book standards, which underpins the Freeview branding
programme, would be changed progressively to require improved performance in ACS, high power
handling and pulsed interferer handling.

This approach could have a greatly positive benefit. Better performance is rewarded through a
brand that has both consumer and retailer recognition. In practice many retailers require this
branding in order to accept the product into their product line, in effect making it a prerequisite for
a successful product.
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As it would rely on the support of the industry, this approach is most likely to be achievable if any
product cost increases required are minimal, and test costs are low.

9.3 Harmonised standards

The re-formed CENELEC-ETSI Working Group (JWG) provides an ideal forum to adopt the type of
“raising the bar” progressive improvements in performance through European harmonised
standards such as a future version of EN 55020. This would also help to drive benefits in radio
coexistence across the European market. In many markets, compliance with such standards will
be expected. In the areas of radio spectrum, ETSI has generally proven to be a good forum for
defining test methodologies at the same time as appropriate standards, and for maintaining these
standards.

This approach could be pursued in parallel with the concept of a voluntary industry standard, and
would generally complement programmes like Freeview that focus on a much wider range of
capabilities that would still benefit from specific testing.

9.4 Approach to testing

Conformance to CENELEC and ETSI standards is typically demonstrated by the manufacturer
testing it themselves (self certification), or more often by using specialist test houses who compete
for business. This contrasts to D Book testing which currently must be undertaken by DTG
Testing.

Any ACS performance improvements required may be more readily accepted by the industry if it
can be shown that routes have been provided to keep the costs of any additional conformance
tests as low as possible.

9.5 LTE - Provision of fixed filters to consumers

The 800MHz auction has already shown how a mitigation company can be set up to provide
consumers with help to reduce interference, and one of its methods is to give out fixed-frequency
filters that can be fitted upstream of a distribution amplifier or receiver to attenuate LTE signals. A
similar approach could be applied here, though as the interferers could be within the same
property as the TV, the number of filters required could potentially be greater. A 9MHz guard band
means that filter design is readily achievable.

This approach is beneficial in that it can largely eliminate issues of out-of-band interference,
including high power handling. Possibly importantly, this would help reduce spectral re-growth in a
distribution amplifier, something not possible with mitigations measures fitted to the TV itself. In
addition, the 800MHz process has shown how the costs of this programme can be borne by the
licensees of the released spectrum. Thus although it may be more expensive on a per-unit basis
than mitigations like an integrated fixed band filter, it may be far easier to make this work as it
would essentially bypass the DTT industry.

Due to their operation within the DTT band itself, this approach would not improve selectivity
against White Space devices.

9.6 Product subsidy or voucher scheme

The US digital switchover provides a recent example of how the cost of a replacement STB can
quite successfully be subsidised. This could be paired with a programme such as the Freeview
logo to enforce suitable performance standards, as a way to flood the market with higher-
performing product. The cost per household would however be significantly higher than simply
fitting a fixed band filter to an existing DTT product, and this approach could be difficult to operate
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in only one country under a national rather than European mandate due to its potential to distort
the market.

9.7 R&D costs

Given the low margins in DTT products, it is unpalatable for the DTT industry both to bear
increased unit costs (for example, fitting a band filter if required) and increased development costs.
A simple incentive would be for the regulator or interested potential licensees to take on some or
all of these costs, for example by paying the engineering costs of designing a suitable band filter.

9.8 Network reinforcement

A possible way for a regulator, broadcaster or incoming licensee to reduce the dependence of the
DTT platform on DTT receiver performance would be to increase signal strength, by introducing
new DTT transmitter sites and/or by increasing transmission power. It is understood that the
potential cost implications of this approach were considered during preparation for the 800MHz
auction. Other options could include switching the most vulnerable DTT multiplexes to DVB-T2
and/or increasing their level of FEC. These changes could be made without cost to the TV
manufacturer or tuner vendor.

9.9 Legal framework

None of the incentive or standards-based approaches noted above would stop poorly-performing
products from continuing to be imported and sold on the European market. Consequently, the
most effective approach would be one backed by an EU Directive. An excellent opportunity exists
in the recent proposal by the European Commission for a new Radio Equipment Directive (RED)
to replace the R&TTE Directive. Discussions are ongoing in the European Parliament and Council
and could lead to DTT receivers being brought within scope of the RED.

A possible requirement within the RED could be expressed to require manufacturers to make best
use of spectrum, in particular taking account of shared and adjacent bands.

This approach would be likely to need to be accompanied by clearly worded guidance to Notified
Bodies and market surveillance authorities. It could only improve performance if and when the
corresponding European harmonised standards that include the required specifications are
published, and supersede previous weaker standards. This multi-pronged approach would make it
much more difficult for manufacturers to introduce large volumes of any product that falls
substantially short of the requirements agreed in the newer standards

9.10 Summary

Improved performance would ideally be driven through both European harmonised standards
(ETSI/CENELEC) and industry standards such as Freeview, backed by a stronger legal framework
such as an essential requirement clause in a relevant EU Directive. Even just an improved
industry standard may lead to improved performance in the bulk of the market, but might not
address performance of (typically low-cost) devices that are sold without going through the
relevant programme.

Some incentive options could also be applied without modifying DTT products, including the
supply of external filters, constraints to the new interferers, reinforcement of DTT transmissions, or
the use of DVB-T2 in potentially affected multiplexes. Such changes will also have costs, but they
would not need to be borne by the DTT consumer, manufacturer or tuner vendor.
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10 STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK

A stakeholder workshop was held at Ofcom’s offices on 25 November 2013, where a draft version
of this report was presented to interested parties from the industry and feedback was invited.

Following the workshop written feedback was received from the DTG and Mark Waddell of the
BBC.

This useful feedback has been used, where appropriate, to correct and enhance this final report.
However, changes have not been made in cases where:

• the feedback is opinion based
• TTP believes there may be a factual error or misunderstanding in the feedback
• the feedback provides additional information.

The feedback is presented in this section in italics verbatim with TTP adding comments to present
both sides of the discussion clearly where it is felt appropriate.

10.1 Feedback from Mark Waddell, BBC

From: Mark Waddell
Sent: 26 November 2013 12:39
To: Lewis Davies
Subject: Comments on Draft TTP Report

Lewis,

Thank you for the presentations yesterday and for sharing the Ofcom report.
Reading through the report, I have a few comments:

§4.3.1: I was unclear how you decided on the relative IIP5 and IIP3 values for simulations? Are
their any typical relationships for typical technologies? (CMOS, GaAs, etc)

[TTP] Additional information has been added to section 12 covering this.

§4.3.1.i: I didn't understand why the crest factor for DTT is higher than for LTE. Surely as RBs are
turned on and off the PAPR for LTE is higher? I would expect 100% loaded LTE to be similar to
DVB-T. DVB-T2 with PAPR reduction would be lower. Modulated LTE with TPC and data traffic
patterns has a much higher PAPR (up to 9dB higher) which helps explains why some tuners
struggle.

[TTP] The report makes an important distinction between crest factor and PAPR, as defined within
the TV receiver community. Note the power amplifier design community uses a definition of PAPR
that is close to the definition of crest factor used in this report.

The definition used here is that the crest factor (CF) of a signal defines the ratio between the peak
excursions of the signal and the RMS power level of the active burst, with a purely sinusoidal (CW)
radio signal considered to have to have 0dB crest factor. The duty cycle (ratio of the active time to
inactive time) of the signal has no relevance to the crest factor.

PAPR as defined within the TV receiver community is the ratio of licensed RMS power and
average power. This is closely related to the duty cycle of the signal. See section 3.3.3 for further
details.

§4.3.2 The section on Front end filtering does not mention the need to tune such stages, and I
understand that the Q of the varactor diodes is a key limiting factor. Varactors can also exhibit
non-linearity. Alignment costs are also an issue, I think. Tracking requirements surely rule out
SAW filters or dielectric resonators.
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[TTP] Additional information has been added to this section covering these points.

§4.3.5 The section on AGC did not help me understand why some designs have very poor PR
performance and others cope well. Choice of time constant and the impact on retuning times
would have been useful.

[TTP] As this study is intended to focus on how far technology can be stretched to improve ACS at
low cost, TTP has reviewed the work to identify the current and commercialised state-of-the art
receiver performance. The study has not considered in detail why particular implementations
today may not be as good as current commercialised state-of-the art receivers.

§4.4.1 Strong Signal handling: I suspect this is a key area in understanding the problems with
some tuners. Older CAN designs with better dynamic range and higher linearity (and higher power
consumption) cope very well with bursty WSDs as the AGC is less active. Older linear designs can
just AGC on the wanted at IF and appear relatively immune to bursty signals. (the interferer does
not modulate the gain stages).

[TTP] This report does highlight the issues of strong signal handling. TTP’s review of receiver
performance specifically looked at whether canned tuner designs had better strong signal
handling. Four of the five devices with best overload (strong signal) handling performance
described in section 5.2.5 are believed to be silicon tuners, indicating that the performance of best
in class silicon devices is comparable to and in some cases better than canned tuners.

§5.2 ITU BT.2033 is an additional useful reference for protection ratios (based on Sony
measurements).

§5.2.4 DVB-T2 requires a higher SNRmin than DVB-T, so PRs are usually higher for the better
performing tuners. Poor tuners with susceptible AGC sometimes benefit from the T2 interleaving. It
is difficult to draw any general conclusions.

Some other general comments:

I think you stated Weightless is a 5MHz system, but I have only seen 8MHz (D/L) or ~200kHz
(U/L) variants.

[TTP] In this final report, the terminology has been clarified compared to the draft report. The -3dB
bandwidth of a Weightless downlink signal when operating in a 8MHz channel is 5MHz. Due to
intermodulation in the receiver, it is this (-3dB) bandwidth that largely determines the selectivity
that can be achieved.

You do not mention anything about alias down-conversion (sub sampling of the IF using a
harmonic of Fs). This was common in CAN designs, but may not be used in silicon designs.

[TTP] This issue was not seen in our review focussing on current commercialised state-of-the art
receiver performance.

I don't think you mention the issues of higher PRs at low negative offsets that are characteristic of
some low IF designs with low side LOs. These rely on image cancelling mixers to achieve
acceptable selectivity at the image channel and I suspect there are potential issues with
temperature stability.

[TTP] Low IF architectures are just one of several receiver architectures which can potentially be
used. To limit the range of topics which could be covered in a short study, issues related to
individual architectures are not examined in detail.

Low IF designs do rely on a range of techniques to cancel images including image cancelling
mixers which may have the weaknesses you highlight. The authors believe that over time,
calibration techniques to improve image rejection can be expected to improve.
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Other architectures such as Zero IF do not have these out of channel image issues but may have
other issues such as DC offsets and flicker noise at frequencies close to 0Hz. The need for dual
ADCs is a limiting factor for the Zero IF approach if the conventional DTT ADC interface is used as
discussed in section 6.3.4. That section highlights that moving to a more integrated architecture is
likely to overcome this issue allowing dual (IQ) ADCs to be used.

Implementing a high quality analogue receiver in a Zero IF architecture would be difficult due to
in-channel image artefacts. This makes a multi standard tuner difficult to implement. Over time
the need for supporting analogue is expected to diminish.

Lastly, I have concerns on the need for 80dB ACS when all known interferers (WSD, LTE-UE)
have much lower ACLR specifications. (e.g. 55dB N+1, 60dB N+2 in EN301 598). For band edge
problems, in-line filters using dielectric resonators seem to be a useful approach (e.g. LTE-800
boundary) where part of the problem is preventing blocking of distribution amplifiers and mast
head amplifiers.

[TTP] The report focuses on whether an 80dB ACS can be achieved. It is not intended to address
ACLR but does highlight that there is little benefit to specify a level of ACS to be significantly
higher than ACLR.

Many thanks

Mark

10.2 Initial feedback from the DTG RF group

10.2.1 Introduction

Following the presentation on 25th November 2013 of the draft report on DTT Receiver
Performance by TTP for Ofcom, the DTG's RF group discussed the report at some length and
agreed some initial feedback on the report, as set out in this document. The group was asked to
contribute this feedback to help TTP finalise their report for Ofcom. The group agreed that, for
such a detailed technical report for which feedback had been requested in a very short timescale,
this should only be considered as an initial response – members wanted to have more time for a
detailed study of the technical issues raised by the report, and would expect to respond in further
detail in due course. It should be noted that whereas the group was in general agreement about
most of the points discussed, not all the comments represent a consensus view of the whole
group.

It should be borne in mind that the positions of different manufacturers represented on the RF
group are by no means identical. Some manufacturers, one of which is quoted directly in the
report, are indeed planning changes to their products which will improve RF performance; however
there are others for which this is not the case – they currently have a stable product line, and do
not foresee investing significant sums in tuner redesign. This view is reinforced by the fact that
most reported cases of actual interference appear to be related to issues with amplifiers (such as
masthead and distribution amplifiers) rather than with the TV receivers themselves.

The precise nature of the interfering signal has a direct impact on the performance of the DTT
tuner. If a new type of signal were to be introduced (for example a new type of white space device
signal), this could significantly change any of the current conclusions.

The rest of this feedback is divided into two parts – firstly some general comments and
observations on the report as a whole followed by specific technical inaccuracies that have been
identified.
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10.2.2 General comments on the report

1) The RF group does not agree with the over-riding assumption of the report, that 80dB ACS is
realistically achievable for the types of interfering signal considered (DTT, LTE and WSD). The
performance of some existing receivers does, under certain constrained conditions, begin to
approach the 80dB level, as indicated in the report. These conditions include interfering
signals that are non-bursty with bandwidths less than a whole DTT channel (e.g. 5MHz).
However if full bandwidth and/or bursty signals are considered, achieving 80dB is much more
difficult.

[TTP] The authors agree that current performance can approach 80dB for certain signal types.
For signals with an active bandwidth of greater than 5MHz (which would include 8MHz DTT, and
wider bandwidth LTE transmissions), the report’s conclusions clearly state that a lower target will
be necessary.

Furthermore, although it is acknowledged in the report that other components in the system
would need similar improvements to those discussed for the TV tuner, there is concern that
this caveat will be lost, and that requirements will be set for improvements for TV tuners for
which ultimately there will be no benefit.

There is no benefit to having a TV receiver with an ACS of 80dB, if the WSD or LTE-UE ACLR
is less than that; and there is strong evidence that the WSD/LTE community are
unwilling/unable to achieve such levels. (For example the maximum ACLR proposed for WSDs
in channel N+2 is currently 60dB for a Class 1 device, and lower values for other Classes;
during Ofcom's working group discussions there were demands for these additional classes to
be added as the requirements for Class 1 were seen to be too stringent/unachievable).

[TTP] The study concentrates on adjacent channel selectivity; the effects of transmitter ACLR are
outside the scope of this study.

It should be noted that it is very difficult to measure such levels, to do so would require
generators with significantly higher ACLR – better than at least 90dB.

[TTP] A generator with a higher ACLR is required but perhaps not by quite as much as suggested.
Figure 53 shows that a 6dB better ACLR than ACS results in 1dB of degradation in the achieved
PR compared to an infinitely high ACLR. It is possible to make allowance for this during test in
some cases.

Note that the current D-Book requirements for non-bursty signals in channel N±2 are
equivalent to an ACS of around 56-58dB, and for LTE-BS signals around 48-50dB.

2) The terminology around the 'bandwidth' of the Weightless downlink signal is potentially
confusing. Whilst it is correctly described as having a 3dB bandwidth of 5MHz, because of its
very slow roll-off, it effectively occupies a whole 8MHz DTT channel.

[TTP] In this final report, the terminology has been clarified compared to the draft report. The -3dB
bandwidth of a Weightless downlink signal when operating in a 8MHz channel is 5MHz. Due to
intermodulation in the receiver, it is this (-3dB) bandwidth that largely determines the selectivity
that can be achieved.

3) Receivers meeting the 80dB ACS target would not be guaranteed protection from interference,
reducing the incentive to reach such a target.
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[TTP] Agreed, however it is essential to have a 80dB ACS target in order to achieve a system PR
of 60dB.

The reasons for this include:

a. Ofcom's proposals for protection against interference from WSDs is only designed to
generate a ‘low likelihood’ of interference, not an absolute guarantee of protection

b. If the receiver was to be protected on its own, it would leave other vulnerable
components– such as amplifiers, RF connectors, poorly screened cables and face plates.

[TTP] The report’s remit was to focus on TV receivers rather than these items. However we agree
with this point which is echoed in the report’s conclusions, repeated here for clarity. “Attention
should be paid, especially where interferers can have more than 5MHz bandwidth or high crest
factor, to the large installed base of distribution amplifiers in the UK. These devices could also be
vulnerable to nonlinear distortion as a result of high power interference”.

4) Some of the technical improvements proposed, such as multiple filter banks, seem to be
impractical in a domestic TV receiver. This is particularly true given the lack of stability of the
overall RF environment, which will be discussed in following sections.

[TTP] For completeness these have been considered as possibilities. They have not been
strongly recommended, due to cost and implementation issues.

5) The report suggests the simplest improvement would be to "raise the bar" and that "this should
not increase component cost". The RF Group believes that any change in tuner design would
require significant investment in R&D and these costs are unlikely to be passed onto the
consumer. Therefore raising the bar inherently increases unit costs for DTT manufacturers.

[TTP] The raising the bar scenario proposed is based around bringing the weaker performing
receivers in today’s market to within 5dB of the performance level obtained in today’s best (5th

percentile) commercial receivers.

Despite asking several industry experts during the study, TTP obtained no evidence that these
receivers contain more expensive components or cost more to make than weaker performing
receivers. Indeed a tuner manufacturer representative stated, “Brands do not pay for performance
beyond the minimum specification but to obtain a design win you do need to be at least as good as
your competitor.”

Presumably these better performing receivers are commercially viable; otherwise they would be
unlikely to have been sold in sufficient volumes to meet the selection criteria (see section 5.2). A
possible conclusion is that they are produced by manufacturers with better quality management
systems. It does not necessarily follow that improving quality correlates with higher cost; indeed,
economists argue that the opposite may be more likely. However, as all the public performance
data is anonymised and cost data was not available, it was not possible for TTP to investigate this
further.

From many years of product development experience, TTP understands that there are many
underlying causes that could lead to the current wide range of receiver performance. Problems
may follow from extra features or components adding additional EMI or compromising high power
interferer handling, the product’s industrial design hindering the RF component PCB layout, or
various power consumption limits or other constraints needed for different product classes.
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It is noted in section 6.1 that there is strong price pressure in the sector and little opportunity for
product differentiation that is actually recognised by the consumer; and that this reduces the scope
for price increases. At several points in the report including the conclusions we point out that there
is little likelihood that price increases can be passed to the consumer.

6) Improvements are proposed where the cost is predicted to be in the region $0.1 - $1 or more
for items to be incorporated within the tuner. The initial view is that these options appear
unrealistic at the proposed costs.

[TTP] Where feasible, TTP has obtained price indications from potential suppliers to support the
price predictions given in the report. It is recognised in the report that it is very difficult to predict
the cost of an improved CMOS tuner and therefore that there is uncertainty on the precise cost
increase that may be needed. However, assuming a CMOS process can be used, it is unlikely
that the cost will be radically different to today’s costs.

7) In general, all the comments on costs require further review – it is an open question as to
whether or not they are reasonable.

8) Furthermore, the suggestions that improvements in performance would result in increased
cost imply that there is a prospect of being able to sell higher performance tuners at a higher
price. However in practice it is very unlikely that the market will accept ANY increase in
average selling price (ASP).

[TTP] At several points in the report including the conclusions we point out that there is little
likelihood that price increases can be passed to the consumer.

9) There is some general language used that tends to indicate that TV receivers' performance is
'poor', especially in the presence of bursty interference. Whilst it is certainly true that this
aspect of performance is now undesirable, it must be remembered that in many cases such
receivers will have been designed at a time when there was no requirement for immunity from
bursty adjacent channel interference. In most other respects the performance of such devices
is generally very good.

[TTP] It is recognised, for example in section 5.2.4, that the RF environment is changing and in
this context that some aspects of ‘poor’ performance may be attributed to there being no, or a
weak, requirement at the time the products were developed.

10) In section 8.4.5, it is suggested that interference problems could be solved by switching
services to use DVB-T2. Presumably the intention here is that a much more robust mode of
DVB-T2 would be used to carry the same data rate as an existing DVB-T multiplex, in order to
provide improved immunity. This would seem to be a very unrealistic suggestion given the
current desire for spectrum efficiency, and furthermore, the switch of DTT multiplexes to T2
should be used to enhance the DTT platform, not to facilitate the introduction of secondary
users and other interferers.

[TTP] Section 8.4.5 has been redrafted to highlight more fully the impact of the use of DVB-T2
compared to DVB-T.

11) Over recent years, there has been a generally increasing requirement for improved immunity –
as one area of performance is addressed, others are introduced and targets are tightened.
The proposals in this report represent a further such tightening.
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[TTP] Correct, the report examines the implications of possibly tightening the requirements placed
on DTT receiver performance.

12) The conditions under which receivers must operate are also continually changing, and
increasingly uncertain. Initially, there was a requirement to work with 800-MHz LTE signals
and now there is growing pressure to co-exist with 700 MHz LTE and WSD signals. However
at the same time, the band plans for 700 MHz LTE, and the characteristics of the WSD
signals, are not yet defined. Although the discussions around 700 MHz LTE are beginning to
converge, they are not yet finalised and there are further proposals for PPDR (Public
Protection and Disaster Relief) to be considered as a candidate to occupy the 9MHz guard
band between DTT and 700 MHz LTE. If such a proposal were accepted, even receivers with
the proposed 80dB ACS could still suffer the effects of interference.

[TTP] It is true that at the time of writing there is uncertainty about future spectrum policy, but that
is no reason to ignore the general trend towards greater spectrum reuse. Furthermore, while there
could be cases where even a receiver with 80dB n+2 ACS suffers interference from a PPDR UE
transmitting in the proposed 700MHz guard band (its n+1 channel), the same receiver could be
expected to be better protected from this type of interference than a receiver with poorer ACS.
Cases of interference such as this would be less likely to occur if ACS is improved.

13) The report has not considered the issue of intermodulation due to multiple interferers – this
would require further improvements in performance, such as improved linearity, if trying to
achieve the levels of performance targeted.

[TTP] This is recognised as a potential issue in section 8.5 and the conclusions. As currently DTT
interference specifications and testing are based around single interference cases significant work
would be required to quantify this, impractical in this short study. It can also be argued that single
interferers are also the most likely interference case.

14) Further consideration should be given to whether receivers that can achieve 'best-in-class'
performance can do so across the full range of all performance parameters. Is it the case, for
example, that 'best' adjacent channel immunity might only be achieved at the expense of
poorer sensitivity or fading channel performance?

15) The DTG's RF group has introduced new standards and raised the bar where there has been
certainty – for example by introducing new tests for adjacent channel DTT and LTE-800
interferers. However it is much more difficult to agree to raise the bar where there is more
uncertainty about the future environment and market.

16) The proposals described as 'raising the bar' realistically need to be applied at an EU-wide
standards level. However it should be noted that the E-Book (IEC-62216) could provide such a
mechanism if it were to be mandated by RED (the Radio Equipment Directive).

17) It should also be noted that even if such an EU-wide standard could be achieved, policing it in
the case of a consumer electronics device (without a strong vertical market) could prove very
difficult.

18) This report is considering the situation mainly from a UK perspective. However the situation
and environment varies significantly across the different EU markets, realistically a single EU-
wide solution is required. For example different countries have different levels of deployment
of terrestrial broadcasting and different planning assumptions. Some EU countries target only
fixed roof-top reception, whilst others also include portable and mobile reception.
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[TTP] The potential changing interference landscape due to 700MHz mobile (and to a lesser
extent WSDs) is worldwide, due to these services being likely to be introduced in many areas
around the world. The report considers the implications primarily from a UK perspective with any
mandatory mechanism likely to need to operate at an EU level.

19) One of the potential barriers to undertaking improvements as proposed within the report is the
time required for the consumers to benefit. This may be as long as 10 years for most of the
receivers in the market to be changed, given 3 years to develop and introduce new products
with improved performance, and around 7 years for the consumer replacement cycle. It is
unclear whether the interference situation will be static over such a long timescale.

[TTP] The report only considers the performance of new receivers.

20) It was noted that the DTG D book test regime currently only applies to “Freeview-branded”
receivers; it is unclear how many products are or will be deployed that are not Freeview
certified (or equivalent); their performance is completely unknown.

21) The report notes that some companies are investing in higher performance design, but
contradicts this assertion by stating that there is no cost penalty to improving performance.

[TTP] The report does not intend to give the impression that companies are investing in higher
performance design. The report states that that tuner suppliers are investing in new silicon
primarily to lower component cost or to allow the same tuner to be sold into more markets allowing
higher sales volumes for each design. This is discussed extensively in section 6.2.

10.2.3 Technical inaccuracies

The DTG also provided feedback on specific technical aspects of the draft report in written
feedback and through correspondence with TTP following the stakeholder workshop. These items
have been addressed in the text in this version of the document.
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11 CONCLUSIONS

• Best-in-class low cost DTT CMOS tuner devices available today are already close to
(within 5dB of) 80dB ACS at the alternate (n±2) channel or greater when measured with a
relatively stationary interferer of 5MHz bandwidth and low crest factor. This is already
achieved at an ASP that is believed to be below $0.50 in volume at the time of writing this
report.

• Performance of best-in-class tuners at the adjacent (n±1) channel is however significantly
poorer, typically 60dB ACS, due principally to nonlinearity combined with high interferer
power.

• The issue of imaging frequency vulnerability (for example seen at n+9) is decreasing as
canned tuners become obsolete and more modern devices operate at low or zero IF.

• Performance of today’s tuners with bursty (pulsed) interferers is very variable. This is
largely due to the lack of an industry-accepted test specification, and tuner vendors
indicated that they are already working to improve this. A good, open test specification
representative of LTE devices in a range of typical use cases could be expected to lead to
substantial benefits in this aspect of performance in successive generations of product
without additional cost.

• Migrating the highest DTT channels to DVB-T2, higher power and potentially also to a
more robust FEC, may also help to reduce the issue of bursty interferer handling for LTE
interferers, as a consequence of the better transient performance of DVB-T2. If many
channels were moved to DVB-T2 the same benefit could potentially apply to WSDs.

• The effect of different interferer waveforms was clearly demonstrated by modelling.
Interferer crest factor and bandwidth are both important. With a 5MHz LTE uplink (with
occupied bandwidth of approximately 4.5MHz), both 3rd-order and 5th-order inter-
modulation products fall entirely within the 9MHz guard band proposed between 700MHz
LTE and DTT. On the assumption that tuner vendors can be expected to improve
handling of pulsed interferers, this indicates that narrowband, low crest factor interferers
can coexist well with future DTT devices.

• Conversely, broadband interferers impose much more stringent requirements on the
receiver. The modelling of 20MHz LTE shows this very clearly, with third order
interference products generated by receiver input nonlinearities extending across the
highest DTT channel limiting the achievable ACS.

• There would seem to be relatively little potential value to increasing ACS much above
80dB given an anticipated interferer transmit power of +23dBm or lower, because this
would only benefit households with the lowest received signal strength and where the
interferer is physically close. However, raising ACS to 80dB (ideally in all channels) would
greatly facilitate coexistence by allowing use of other services alongside DTT at
reasonable transmitter powers, low frequency separation and in physical proximity.

• By “raising the bar,” through some kind of regulatory or incentive intervention, but without
increasing unit cost, it can reasonably be expected that all new products can obtain
today’s best-in-class performance.

• To improve performance beyond this, the lowest-cost option is believed to be to improve
the performance of the tuner device. This would provide protection against both out-of-
band (for example, LTE) and within-band (for example, WSD) interferers; it would be
expected to have no significant impact on sensitivity. Other options to improve receiver
performance are based on different types of filter, and these would all be expected to
reduce receiver sensitivity due to filter insertion loss.
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• There is some scope for performance to be improved beyond current best-in-class
products within the foreseeable CMOS roadmap. Changes to the tuner architecture are
likely to be required. An 80dB ACS could be achieved for alternate (n±2) and greater
channels for both static and burst interferers, assuming an interferer up to 5MHz occupied
bandwidth with a crest factor of less than 8dB. A 70dB n±1 adjacent channel ACS is
believed to be achievable by improving the linearity of the front end components and the
dynamic range of the whole system, including ADC, but this may only be realistically
achievable for interferers of up to 5MHz occupied bandwidth. There may be a penalty in
increased power consumption to achieve this level of improvement. With interferers with
bandwidth between 5MHz and 10MHz, it may be necessary to reduce these ACS targets
by at least 5dB.

• These types of improvements to silicon tuner performance, if implemented at the same
time as moving to a new process, may be achievable without a drastic cost increase.
Allowing for development costs and some additional silicon area a 20% cost increase is
estimated. This adds around $0.10 to the cost of a tuner IC, compared to the current ASP
of around $0.50.

• Attention should be paid, especially where interferers can have more than 5MHz
bandwidth or high crest factor, to the large installed base of distribution amplifiers in the
UK. These devices could also be vulnerable to nonlinear distortion as a result of high
power interference.

• Of options to improve performance further, for interferes in the new 700MHz band such as
LTE, an integrated fixed band-specific input filter is likely to be the lowest incremental cost
option that could provide both better power handling and rejection of interferers outside
the TV band. However, this would cost on the order of $0.20 and because it could not be
used in some other markets would also impose additional costs on some manufacturers to
maintain at least two production build variants of each product. Where the filter is fitted, it
would be expected to introduce 2-4dB of insertion loss, reducing the DTT receiver’s
sensitivity by a corresponding amount.

• An external band-specific filter fitted at the TV/STB input could be expected to cost
significantly more than an integrated filter. For minimum impact (around 2dB insertion
loss) on DTT receiver sensitivity, a very low loss filter would be needed, at a cost of
around $10. If greater insertion loss (around 4dB) is acceptable, a lower-cost SAW filter
implementation may be achievable, at a cost on the order of $2.00-$3.00.

• The use of multiple switched filters may be the most viable approach to filtering to improve
tuner robustness to both out-of-band and in-band interference, as the filter and switch
technologies are already standard in mobile phone designs. However, the cost of this
option is estimated to be at least $1.00 and could rise substantially above this if a large
number of filters need to be incorporated. Insertion loss would be expected to be on the
order of 3-5dB.

• The TV market is declining and commoditising, so any drive to tighten regulation (even if
only raising the bar to the level of current best-in-class products) could be opposed by
manufacturers. This would be the case even if component costs were not increased, due
to the perceived additional costs in development and testing.

• In this context, it is difficult to see how the industry could be made to accept any option
that increased cost. While it could be argued that a mandated improvement in
performance could provide the industry with an opportunity to increase costs and improve
margins, few of the stakeholders that were consulted in the context of this study favoured
such an approach, perhaps a consequence of the lack of consumer engagement with this
highly technical aspect of performance meaning that there is no consumer appetite to pay
more for it.
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• Yet with no interventions to improve performance, it is unreasonable to expect receiver
performance to improve significantly beyond today’s levels, and the current wide diversity
of product performance may be expected to continue. Indeed, in a consolidating market, it
is conceivable that one or more of the higher-quality vendors could withdraw from the
market once margins become too slim, leading to a possible reduction in performance in a
5-10 year timeframe.

• Nevertheless there are potential opportunities for improved performance to be facilitated
by some type of intervention. Because vendors typically design to the most stringent
standard in a major market, the Freeview brand, and similar regional standards like
NorDig, provide one route. Harmonised standards could be another: the recently
reconstituted CENELEC-ETSI Joint Working Group (JWG) could recommend improved
performance. The ongoing review of the European Radio Equipment Directive (RED)
could provide a chance to introduce a legal mandate to make best use of radio resource
by progressive adoption of the most efficient technologies.

• It is likely to be greatly beneficial to coexistence between DTT and mobile broadband
services if a guard band of at least 9MHz is maintained between them, and this is
particularly important where the interferers could be mobile (and as a result, potentially
operating very close to DTT receivers or antennas) and high power (where there is
realistic potential for an interferer coupling into the DTT receiver at -20dBm or higher).

• Both the approach taken to DTT receiver specification and the analysis undertaken in this
study is based around single interferer cases. In real reception conditions the receiver
may be subject to multiple simultaneous interferers from a range of sources including
other DTT multiplexes, White Space signals, and cellular. This is likely to increase over
time as spectrum use increases. While this was not the focus of the present study, further
research on this effect would help to determine the potential magnitude of this problem,
and experimental validation of the study’s findings should more generally help to reinforce
these conclusions.
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APPENDIX

12 INTER-MODULATION

One of the key limitations to receiver performance, even with theoretically perfect gain control and
ADC, is the ability of the receiver front end to handle strong signals. This is an issue for any
analogue components prior to the ADC. In particular, where the wanted signal is close to the
sensitivity threshold (and therefore gain is at a maximum), nonlinear effects must be at or below
the ACS target. Higher input power can then be handled by reducing gain at the front end, which
would typically improve the linearity of the front end amplifiers and then present a near-constant
level to the back end.

The key effect is that different frequency components of the strong interferer signal are mixed
together by nonlinearity in the receiver front end. This results in spreading of the interferer
spectrum, effectively creating out-of-band interference products that fall within the adjacent
channels. The effect is termed spectral re-growth and is illustrated further below.

An analytic approach, very appropriate for the levels considered within this study, is to model the
analogue components behaviour as a weakly nonlinear function using a Taylor series polynomial
such as the following

y = k1 x + k3 x3 + k5 x5 + ...
Equation 12

Through measurements, typically using an input signal made up of two closely spaced, equal
amplitude pure tones, amplifiers, switches and other components can be characterised. The
parameters most commonly measured are the gain and the third order intercept power, which for
present purposes we refer to the input, IIP3. The corresponding fifth order intercept (IIP5) can
also be characterised although it is more difficult to do so. A model in the polynomial form noted
above can be derived based on these measurements: the model selected has +2dBm IIP3 and
−10dBm IIP5, which are thought to be representative values for an amplifier in a DTT tuner based
on TV tuner data sheets, TTP’s experience of designing radio receivers and some lab based
experiments. IIP3 values are commonly quoted specifications for amplifier devices whilst IIP5 is
much less commonly used parameter with little published literature. Further research into typical
relationships between IIP3 and IIP5 for common technologies such as CMOS could bring more
insight into this area of performance.

Third order distortion of a strongly band limited signal only causes it to leak into the adjacent
channel, while fifth order distortion leads also to leakage into the alternate (N±2) channel. Even
order powers result in distortions near the DC and product frequencies, further away, so are not
considered in this analysis.

An addition important effect is saturation. At very high input amplitudes, the output cannot move
beyond the rail, and output power becomes approximately constant. Combining this type of
saturation effect with the nonlinear function in Equation 12, with a target impedance of 50 ohm, the
input/output function modelled is shown in Figure 56; the curved part of the input/output
characteristic follows Equation 12, and for input values outside the inflection points of Equation 12
the value is held constant.
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Figure 56: Amplifier nonlinear gain function

A number of different interferer signals were produced.
• DVB-T transmission in 8k 64-QAM mode with 1/32 guard interval, with approximately

11.3dB crest factor. To limit ACLR, the signal is strongly band filtered to 99dBc using an
8th order elliptic low-pass filter implemented digitally prior to up-conversion.

• The same DVB-T waveform, additionally subject to a proprietary crest factor reduction
(CFR) algorithm to limit crest factor to 8.3dB, while maintaining greater than 90dB ACLR.

• LTE UE SC-FDMA model waveforms produced with 16-QAM proprietary crest factor
reduction and sidelobe suppression to maintain 62dB and 81dB ACLR in the adjacent and
alternate DVB channels (where the adjacent channel would fall in the proposed 700MHz
guard band). These were produced with 100% duty cycle, with varying numbers of
resource blocks according to whether the UE was occupying 4.5MHz, 9MHz or 18MHz
bandwidth, corresponding to the 5MHz, 10MHz and 20MHz modes. Crest factor was 7-
7.5dB depending on the mode.

The techniques used to achieve high ACLR are necessary so that the effect of spectral re-growth
on ACS can be clearly seen.

Spectral re-growth in the adjacent and alternate channels is indicated by the following spectrum
plots for the interferer signal. All the model spectrum plots in this document use 13kHz resolution
bandwidth. The blue line plots the interferer signal after the amplifier; the green line shows
average power measured in DVB-T channels. Average power of the interferer in the given
channel was used to estimate the effect on selectivity, but it should be noted that the interference
products have significant slope which may cause a few dB of variation in impact depending on the
modulation and FEC of the wanted signal. The maximum achievable ACS is calculated by
comparing the in-channel power in the wanted signal channel with the interferer power, both
referenced to the amplifier input.

By making simulations at many different input powers and estimating the achievable ACS, it is
possible to determine, for this amplifier with its values of IIP3 and IIP5, and for each input signal,
what is the maximum possible input power for a particular value of ACS in each adjacent channel.
Using the additional observation that input power handling improves 1dB for each 1dB increase in
IIP3 and IIP5, this was then used to plot Figure 14.

Figure 57 illustrates the spectral re-growth of DTT interferer signals, with and without crest factor
reduction. As an OFDM signal with 8MHz bandwidth, DTT causes particularly high levels of
spectral re-growth.
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(a) DTT interferer,

(b) Crest-factor reduced DTT interferer

Figure 57: Modelled amplifier output with -24dBm DTT input

In Figure 58, LTE plots are shown for 5MHz and 10MHz modes. The LTE interferer is positioned
so that the alternate channel (shown here between -20 and -12MHz) would be the highest DTT
channel assuming a 9MHz guard band.
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(a) LTE 5MHz UE

(b) LTE 10MHz UE

Figure 58: Modelled amplifier output with -20dBm LTE input

The effect of interferer bandwidth on selectivity may be more easily seen by superimposing plots
for different bandwidth signals. Figure 59 shows the spectrum at the amplifier output for 5MHz
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and 10MHz LTE signals at -23dBm input. This input level corresponds to 75dB ACS due to inter-
modulation in the alternate channel (from -20 to -12MHz) with the 10MHz signal. The wider
bandwidth signal in this case causes selectivity in the alternate (-20 to -12MHz) channel to fall by
7dB, and in the immediate adjacent (-12 to -4MHz) channel to fall by just over 1dB.

Figure 59: Modelled amplifier output with -23dBm LTE input
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